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ABSTRACT 
An investigation has been made into improving messages output by a computer 
system by using a program called FIDO (From Input Derive Output), which can be 
taught to give appropriate output messages in varying situations. A number of 
possible applications for such a program are discussed and the idea is particularly 
applied to syntax error messages for LR(1) parsers. Many of the ideas used in 
pattern recognition are applicable to Fl DO. 
Important features of the system developed are 
- It can be used in a number of applications. 
-It is simple. 
-It makes reasonable demands on computer resources. 
-It is easy to use. 
Examples of FIDO in use are given. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The situation which we examine here is that of a program in which some event requires 
the selection and output of one of a set of messages. There are many examples of this type. 
The one that we examine in most detail is the output of error messages from language processors. 
, In this case the output is triggered by the processor's detecttrrg. an. error. A large amount of 
work is done on language specification and language processor design, but the error messages 
given are often unsatisfactory. The reader will probably be able to think of many examples of 
poor error messages. One example from the 86700 FORTRAN compiler is given in Fig. 1.1 -
although an experienced programmer might be able to understand why that message came to 
be given, the message itself is of no help in identifying the error. 
There may be a number of reasons why error messages are so poor. For example, if 
the language processor uses a syntax directed translator it is difficult to determine the reason 
for the error. Other reasons could be that: 
a. Until a system is completed, the programmer may find it difficult to foresee what errors 
a user can make. 
b. Once a language processor has been developed, it may be difficult to add or change error 
messages. 
c. There is little incentive for a programmer to put time and effort into developing good 
error messages. If the action of the processor is incorrect in the sense that it fails to 
process syntactically correct input or it fails to detect syntax errors, the programmer 
must correct this to make the processor work. However the system will still work no 
matter how bad the error messages are. 
Under normal conditions, little can be done about (a) above, though the use of a 
table of messages can relieve problem (b). The ideal would probably be some easy and natural 
way to build up and progressively improve the set of error messages after the language 
processor is working. 
We propose here an adaptive system which can be taught error messages. This system, 
which we call FIDO (From Input Derive Output), can be used interactively to develop or 
change error messages. 
So far we have discussed the special case of error messages for language processors. 
However, our idea is applicable to any situation in which: 
a. There is an event which indicates that a message is to be output. We will call this the event 
which triggers FIDO. 
b. F I DO can examine enough information from the system, to decide on the particular 
message to be output. 
c. The system can be used interactively, at least for the development of output messages. 
Fig. 1.2 illustrates this situation. 
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In this thesis we examine the possibility of implementing such an adaptive system, and 
describe a Fl DO which performs adequately in test situations. 
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CHAPTER II 
Applications for F I DO 
In this chapter we briefly examine some applications for which a system such as Fl DO 
might be used. We then discuss in more detail one application: that of giving syntax error 
messages from LR(1) parsers. It is this application that we use as the major example 
throughout this thesis. 
2.1 Possible Applications for F I DO 
The applications described below conform, at least in general outline, to the model 
illustrated in Fig.1.1. 
a. Computer Assisted Instruction 
Many applications might be found in the field of CAl (Computer Assisted Instruction ) 
for a program such as FIDO. Two examples are: 
1. Eland (1975) describes a program to guide students in choosing which CAl course 
they should do. The student types an English question and the computer system 
informs the student what lessons can be done. In this system, the event which 
triggers action is the student's request. The information available for choosing a 
:message is the student's request and some information on the lessons. The output 
message is the answer to the student's question. 
2. Starkweather (1969) proposes a system which could be used to develop a student's 
ability to carry on a conversation in a limited subject area. Similar systems have been 
based on ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966). In such cases, the information available to a 
program such as FIDO, if one were to be used here, would be the conversation so far. 
The output messages are the computer's side of the dialogue. 
b. Information Systems 
A system such as Fl DO might be used in developing a helpful information system, if 
it could learn to give appropriate information as a result of a request in English. Two 
possible examples are given below: 
1. There have been many attempts to develop and improve document retrieval systems, 
'!mong them those described by Salton (1971) and Yu (1977). The event triggering 
action is the request for the document. The information available to Fl DO is the 
request and some information about the document. The output message is the 
document's name. 
2. Natural English question-answer systems appear to be a good way for an untrained 
operator to get information from a computer system. EIDO might be of use in 
building up dialogues of this sort. 
c. Other Interactive Systems 
Two quite different examples are: 
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1. Tops 20 (DEC 1976) allows a terminal user to type a"?" and the system tells him 
what he can type next. Here the input to Fl DO would be what the user typed before 
the question mark and the output message would tell the user what he can type next. 
2. Johnson (1969) suggested that command languages for interactive graphics could be 
implemented using a syntax directed translator. Unfortunately, specifying error 
messages for these is never easy. This situation is similar to the ones above. The event 
which requires the output of a message is the breakdown of the parse. The information 
on which to base the selection of the message is the user's input command and the 
state of the parser. The output message is the error message. We will examine this 
example in more detail in the next section. 
2.2 Syntax Error Messages for LR (1) Parsers 
The syntax directed translater we consider here uses an LR (1) parser. This parser is good 
for interactive work because it can detect the first character after a syntax error has .definitely 
occurred (Aho 1972). The user can therefore be informed of the error before much wasteful 
input has been given. The LR (1) parser, which is a special case of the LR (k) parser (Aho 1972), 
proceeds by shifting symbols from the input onto a stack. When the complete right hand side 
of a production is on the stack, it is replaced by the nonterminal symbol defined by the 
production. 
The parser is controlled by a set of tables. Each row of the matrix in Fig. 2.1 is such a 
table. A table defines two functions f, g. If u is an input symbol, then for tableT 1, f (u) 
returns that value found in row T1, column u of the "parse action" part of the matrix. Similarly 
g(u) returns the value found in the "go to" part. 
The state of the parser is represented by the triple (s, w, rr) where sis the stack, w is the 
unparsed portion of the input, and rr is the output list. The top item on the stack is always a 
table designator, and the table that it designates is said to control the stack. The initial state of 
the parser is: s contains only T 0 
w is the whole input string 
TT is empty. 
At each subsequent stage, if u is the leftmost symbol in wand Ti is the table controlling 
the stack, then, forTi, f(u) will return a value that indicates one of four actions: 
i. S, representing 'shift': i.e. u is deleted from the beginning of w, u is pushed on to 
s, g(u) is pushed on to s. 
ii. j, an integer, representing 'reduce by rule j': i.e. if production j is of the form w...:;,.()( 
then 21 o<l symbols are popped off s. A new table, T n' is revealed on the top of the 
stack; W is pushed on to s; g(W) forT n is pushed on to s; j is appended to If 
iii. X, representing 'error': i.e. the parse has failed and an error message should be given. 
iv. A, representing 'accept': i.e. the parse has been successful. 
For an example, see Fig. 2.1 (c). 
Most of the work on LR(k) parser errors has been concerned with error recovery (e.g. 
Poonen, 1977). That is, after an error has occurred the parser should continue checking the 
remainder of the input string. In interactive systems, error recovery is not so difficu It, as the 
user himself can correct the error. He must, however, know what the mistake is. Therefore, 
clear error messages are important, but there appears to have been very little work done on 
(0) s -4 s 
(1) S -----}SaSb 
(2) S ~ e 
(a) A sample grammar 
Parsing action 
a b e 
2 X 2 
s X A 
2 2 X 
s s X 
2 2 X 
1 X 1 
s s X 
1 1 X 
(b) LR (1) tables for the sample grammar 
(To, ab, e) 
(ToST1 , ab,2) 
(ToST1 eT 2,b,2) 
(ToST1 aT 2JST 3,b,22) 
(ToST1aT 2sT 3bTs,e,22) 
(ToST 1 ,e, 122) 
(ACCEPT, 122) 
Go to 
s a b 
T1 X X 
X T2 X 
T3 X X 
X T4 Ts 
T6 X X 
X X X 
X T4 T1 
X X X 
(c) States of an LR(k) parser passing the string 'ab'. 
Fig. 2.:1 Example of an LR(1) parser. 
. 
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Legend 
i = reduce using production i 
S =shift 
A= accept 
X= error 
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giving good syntax error messages from LR(k) parsers. 
Freeth (1978) has shown one way of specifying error messages for LR(k) parsers. His 
method requires the specification of error messages in the grammar. When the LR(k) tables 
are generated, message indicators are inserted into the LR(k) tables. When the parser breaks 
down, a special mechanism in the parser looks up the error messages and outputs them. 
For example, a production from a grammar for BASIC is: 
(STATEMENT} ·. ::=LET{VARIABLE) =(ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION) 
Possible error messages relating to this production might be: 
1. ILLEGAL STATEMENT START 
2. INCORRECT SPELLING OF LET 
3. ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR"=" REQUIRED BETWEEN VARIABLE AND 
ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION 
The error numbers are placed into the production following a special marker(''). e.g.: 
<STATEMENTS> "1 : :=LET"2 <VARIABLE> ="3< EXPRESSION> 
Thus if the user typed "LET", message I would be given and if "LET=" was typed, 
message 3 would be given. An example of output from Freeth's system is given in 
Fig. 2.2. 
This method of describing syntax error messages in the grammar seems to be successful. 
However, there are several reasons why a programmer implementing a command language could 
prefer not to be concerned with error messages until after the implementation is almost complete: 
a. Having to specify error messages will distract the programmer from his major task. 
b. The programmer will have difficulty in predicting errors the user will make. 
c. There is very little motivation for a programmer to create good error messages and to keep 
them up to date. 
d. The programmer may find it difficult to decide where in the grammar an error message should 
be marked. 
e. If the programmer makes an error in the placement of an error marker he may have to 
generate the tables again. 
A learning system such as FIDO may overcome these problems. 
MINIBASIC PARSER 
010 REM PROGRAM TO SHOW SOME OF THE ERROR MESSAGES. 
~, swnm~ EF;F.:oF; 
ILLEGAL LETTER NOT A MEMBER OF THE ALPHABET. 
EXPECTING TERMINATION OF STATEMENT BY CCR~ 
010 REM PROGRAM TO SHOW SOME OF THE ERROR MESSAGES <CR> 
0~!0 LET AA 
~. SYIHAX ERF.:OF~ 
A VAF;: RE:L.E CfHl O:lL 'r' BE A <LETTEF.:> OR A (LETTEF~)((:.I GI T>. 
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A55IGtlt·1EIH OPEF.:fHOF~ "=" D::PECrEC:. BEHJEDl VAF.:IAE:LE AND AF.:ITH E>::F'F~ESSiml 
O?A LET A1= l * 4, 
'~: SYtnm; EF.:F.:OF.: 
REQUIRES AN ARITH OPERATOR ~-1~@ BETWEEN OPERANDS 
D:PECT HlG TEF.:IH llATI OU OF STFITEt·1ENT B'r' CCR>. 
020 LET A1= 3 * 4. 0 * 2 CCR> 
(13:0 LET B = *' 
~: S'r'IHA:< EF;ROR 
ARITH EXPRESSION IS EXPECTED. 
0~0 LET 8 = + A1 *' 617 CCR> 
0~0 LET C = A1* C ~ D > 
REQU!~ES AN RR!TH OPERATOR L-!~0 BETWEEN OPERAN~S 
EXPECTING TERMINATION OF STATEMENT BY CCR>. 
0~0 LET C = Ai>~< C + D <CR> 
050 LET F = (C>t:A )/(E ~ C 9 
* S't'NTA>; ERF~OR 
REQUIRES AN ARITH OPERATOR +-/>~<@ BETWEEN OPERANDS 
BRACKETED ARITH EXPRESSION REQUIRES RIGHT BRACKET. 
050 LET F = (C*A )/(E - C )CCR> 
OSB LET G = A1 *' C ~ D +) 
>t: S'NHA>; EF;ROR 
OPERAND OR BRACKETED ARITH EXPRESSION EXPECTED. 
OS0 LET G = Ai *' C ~ D + C + ~E4 CCR> 
0?0 IF A )( 
>+< S'r'IHA:< ERROR 
ARITH EXPRESSION IS EXPECTED. 
070 IF A >= B GOO 
*' S'r'IHAX ERROR 
INCORRECT SPELLING OF GOTO. 
070 IF A >= 8 GOTS 
* S'r'IHA>; EF;F~OR 
INCORRECT SPELLING OF GOTO. 
Fig. 2.2 Example of interaction with Freeth's System 
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CHAPTER Ill 
A REVIEW OF POSSIBLE TECHNIQUES 
Our use of an interactive system for 'learning' error messages is, as far as we can tell, 
unique. Certainly, we have found no reference describing an application similar to our own. 
Adaptive systems have, of course, been developed for many purposes, and a wide variety of 
techniques has been employed. Our aim is to determine which of these techniques might be 
usefully adapted for our purpose. Different approaches arise from varied objectives. For 
example, some people are interested in trying to simulate a brain, that is, to make a computer 
behave in a way that is equivalent to the way a person would behave. PURR-PUSS (Andreae, 
'1976} is an example of such a system. For FIDO, we have no such constraint, and might find 
more of interest in systems designed (by any method} simply to acquire knowledge in certain 
areas. The program known as SAD SAM (Lindsay, 1973}, for example, acquires knowledge and 
answers questions about kindred relationships. Another example is Sl R (Raphael, 1968}, designed 
to learn relationships between various objects and answer questions on these relationships. 
However, FIDO is probably more like a pattern recognition system. In each case the system 
is presented with some information and is required to select one of a number of alternatives. In 
the case of FIDO this isthe message·number. In the case of pattern recognition it is the pattern 
class. 
We therefore concentrate our discussion on techniques used for pattern recognition. 
3.1 Review of Pattern Recognition 
Pattern recognition systems can be broadly divided into two kinds- trainable (adaptive) 
and untrainable (non-adaptive). A common example of non-adaptive pattern recognition 
can be found in systems which read Magnetic Ink Character Recognition Code (MICR} as 
printed on bank cheques (Spencer, 1968, Appendix Q). Another interesting pattern 
recognition system is the well known ELIZA program (Weizenbaum, 1966}. Fig. 3.1 from 
Tou, (1974) page 6 illustrates some of the uses of pattern recognition, and the reader is 
referred toFu (1976} for a review of pattern recognition literature. 
Task of Classification 
Character recognition 
Speech recognition 
Speaker recognition 
Weather prediction 
Medical diagnosis 
Stock market prediction 
Input Data 
Optical signals or strokes 
Acoustic waveforms 
Voice 
Weather maps 
Symptoms 
Financial news and 
charts 
Fig. 3.1 Some uses for Pattern Recognition Systems 
Output Response 
Name of character 
Name of word 
Name of speaker 
Weather forecast 
Disease 
Predicted market ups and downs 
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Trainable pattern recognition systems are of course more relevant to our problem. 
Tou (1974} identifies two broad types of trainable pattern recognition systems. One is 
the unsupervised system (sometimes called learning without a teacher}. Here the system 
is given samples of patterns but is not told to which class they belong. The system is 
required to find a number of classes into which these patterns fall. This sort of system 
would normally use techniques such as cluster analysis (Anderberg, 1973}. An example of 
where unsupervised learning might be used is to group hospital patients with unknown 
diseases. 
Fl DO's learning is supervised. That is, for each pattern presented during training, the 
system is told which pattern class it belongs to or, in the case of FIDO, which message 
should be output. A good example of a trainable pattern system is the voice recognition 
systems now being advertised. 
Most pattern recognition systems require the input data to be preprocessed. Usually 
this results in a pattern vector. For example, preprocessing in a character recognition system 
may result in a vector where each value represents the presence or absence of ink on a 
particular spot on the paper. 
Preprocessing is sometimes referred to as feature extraction. Most text books on 
pattern recognition (e.g. Tou, l974 or Uhr, 1973} have sections, on feature extraction. Once 
features have been extracted, a number of techniques can be used by pattern recognition· 
systems. These techniques usually fall into one of the following categories- syntactic, 
heuristic or mathematical. Each of these techniques is discussed in~the following sections. 
3.2 Syntactic Methods of Pattern Recognition 
The process of building grammars from samples of strings in the language is called 
grammatical inference. Much work has been done on this (e.g. Biermann, 1972a, 1972b, 
1972c; Fu, 1975}. 
If we consider only character string input to Fl DO, one possible structure for Fl DO's 
memory would be a phrase structure grammar (e.g. context free). For each output message 
Fl DO would have a formal grammar which would describe the set of input strings 
requiring that message to be given. At first the idea of using a formal grammar as the 
memory of Fl DO appears attractive when dealing with LR(k} syntax error messages. In 
this application each grammar held by FIDO would be a modification of the grammar 
used to generate the parser. For example, suppose we are parsing BASIC. The user types: 
10 LET A B 
At this point the parse breaks down and Fl DO is called. Fl DO will examine the input 
string and must give a message such as 
'=' REQUIRED IN LET STATEMENT 
As part of Fl DO's memory there must be a grammar G which describes a language L(G}, 
such that when an input to FIDO is in L(G} the above message must be given. 
The grammar G might be 
<start:> = LET< var> < inval> 
< inval> : : = {any character except '=J 
In teaching mode, FIDO would use grammatical inference for the memory update 
mechanism. 
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We suggest that the idea of grammatical inference is not suitable for FIDO because it 
would be too slow. If only the input string to the parser is used by Fl DO then a wealth of 
information is lost; for example, the stack of the parser can often pinpoint very closely 
the error. Retention of some of-this information would result in faster learning. Another 
reason why a grammatical inference system would learn slowly is that the grammars to be 
inferredJnight be rather complex {the reader might try to write a grammar to match all 
strings requiring the message 'mismatched parentheses' to be given from a BASIC parser). 
3.3 Heuristic Techniques 
Slagle {1971) describes an heuristic as a rule-of-thumb strategy, method or trick, used 
to improve efficiency of a system which tries to discover the solution to a complex problem. 
It is impossible to give an overview of heuristic techniques because they cover such a wide 
range of ideas. The distinguishing feature of these techniques is that they work because · 
some programmer had an insight or idea which he built into a program. 
This approach might be referred to as an ad hoc approach as it is specific to one application. 
Lindsay {1973) defends the use of ad hoc methods in artificial intelligence. Not only can an 
ad hoc system lead to an easily implemented and practical system, but it can also aid under-
standing of how a more general system might be developed. 
We have introduced Fl DO as a system intended to work in a number of situations. 
However, it could be that some of the differences in inputs would make it very difficult to 
have such a general system. Therefore it might be suggested that to build a system to learn 
LR{1) syntax error messages, only that application should be considered. 
We have already described Freeth's system which handles LR{1) syntax error messages 
in a non-learning way {Section 2.2). It would seem reasonable that Fl DO should try to 
employ heuristic techniques to build error message numbers into LR{k) tables so that the 
tables end up looking like those employed by Freeth. An objection to the ~-above method 
is that Freeth's system modifies LR{k) tables to suit the giving of good error messages. This, 
we believe, can be done only when the tables are generated, a process that is very costly on 
computer resources. {To generate tables for a subset of BASIC, using Freeth's program, 
took 183 seconds of CPU time on a B6700 computer). As this would have to be done 
whenever Fl DO's memory was updated this method must be excluded on the grounds of 
response time and use of computer resources. 
There are many possible ad hoc procedures which could be applied to this problem. 
lliwever, if possible, it would be desirable to develop a general system that could be used 
in many applications. Our final system will contain one ad hoc module, but most of Fl DO 
is more general. 
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3.4 Mathematical Techniques 
The mathematical approach to pattern recognition uses classification rules based on 
a mathematical framework. With most of these techniques, it is assumed that a vector of 
real numbers X= (X1, x 2 ... Xn) has been extracted from the input data by a pre-
processor as described earlier. This vector describes a point inn-space. The job of any 
classifier is to map points inn-space on to pattern classes. 
One technique used to accomplish this mapping is referred to as 'the nearest neighbour 
rule' {Cover, 1967). In its simplest form this technique stores all pattern vectors and their 
classifications. When a new pattern vector is encountered the distance through hyperspace 
from it to each other vector is calculated. The new vector is classified in the same class as 
the closest old vector. Some variations on this technique consider the classification of the k 
nearest neighbours, where k is some constant. We feel that nearest neighbour techniques 
would tend to use too much processor time to be very practical. 
Most mathematical techniques attempt to define functions which determine surfaces 
in hyperspace. These surfaces separate pattern classes. In the simplest form of the nearest 
neighbour system, these surfaces are half-way between vectors of one classification and 
neighbouring vectors of another classification. Fig. 3.2 illustrates this in 2-space. The a's 
represent pattern vectors from Class A and the b's from Class B. The surface separating 
patterns of Class A from Class B is drawn. 
Another technique attempts to discover the formulae of the hyper-surfaces which 
separate pattern classes. Arkadev {1967) describes some methods of doing this. The 
simplest type of formula describing a }lyperplane is a linear one. That is, let W =(W1 ,W2 ... Wn) 
be a vector which we will call a weight vector. Let W.X = C (where C is some constant) be 
the formula of some hyperplane which separates the pattern class H1 and H2. The decision 
of whether a particular pattern X belongs to class H1 or H2 can be made as follows: 
If W.X< C then H1 
If W.X?:;:. C then H2 
The task of an adaptive pattern recognition systen would be to derive the weight vector W 
and the constant C. 
Where there are more than two pattern classes, a weight vector for each class can be 
used. These we.will call w1, w2, ... wm where there are m classes. We now decide that 
X belongs to class Hi if: 
wi.x< wi.x for all j_F i. 
Such a system is discussed in Ho {1968). This system we shall refer to as a 'Linear decision 
function'. As will be seen in Chapter 5 our FIDO is based on a simple form of linear decision 
functions. 
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a 
a a 
a 
b 
b b 
Fig. 3.2 Hypersurface defined by nearest neighbour rule. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BACKGROUND IDEAS 
In this chapter we discuss some of the ideas we consider important when designing a 
Fl DO. The first two sections describe F I DO from different points of view. A formal 
description is useful to check that our model of Fl DO is complete. Secion 4.2 describes how 
Fl DO will appear to a user. 
An important consideration when designing FIDO was the type of input data FIDO had 
to base its decisions on. Possible types of input are discussed in Section 4.4. 
The last section in this chapter gives a skeleton outline which would be appropriate for any 
method of implementing a Fl DO program. 
4.1 For mal description of F I DO 
When in operating mode F. I DO is formally described by the triple ~ ={M, I,J) 
where M is the set of messages Fl DO can output. 
I is the set of all possible inputs to Fl DO. 
6 is a mapping such that 5: I - M. 
i.e. for any input to Fl DO, Fl DO must give exactly one message. 
When in training mode FIDO may be changed in two ways: 
i. More output messages may be added. 
ii. The mapping function may be changed. 
To do this we will have a function G. 
~· = G (~, i, c) 
where~= (M, I, G) as it was before this teaching episode.* 
'/1 is the updated Fl DO (M', I, 6} 
i E I is the input used for this teaching episode. 
cE M' is the correct message to be given in response to i. 
i.e. While in training mode FIDO is modified as a result of the teaching. 
4.2 ·User's View of -FIDO 
Fl DO will function in one of two modes: 
a. Operating Mode will be the normal mode. When it is required that a message be given 
FIDO will be called. FIDO will examine information passed to it from the calling system 
and output the appropriate message, one of a set previously given in training mode. 
*: A teaching episode for FIDO comprises three events: 
i. the user types some input. 
ii. Fl DO issues some message in response. . . . 
th e user responds with the correct message as explained in more detail 1n Sect1on 4.2. iii. 
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b. Training Mode can be used during the initial development of the set of messages, or 
if a user is dissatisfied with an existing set. In this mode, after it is called, FIDO will 
give a message as in operating mode, but will then wait for feedback from the 'teacher'. 
The aim of the teacher is to improve the quality of the messages and, as a result of his 
reactions, FIDO should adjust its internal states in such a way that its performance will 
improve. 
The teacher should be able to give FIDO a number of different responses: 
1. Yes. This response indicates that the message was acceptable. In the present 
implementation, to give this response the teacher types 'Yes' or 'Y'. 
2. No, try again. This response shows that the message was not acceptable and that 
Fl DO should try for another. To give this response the teacher types 'No' or 'N'. 
3. No, the answer is messagex, where xis an integer. This response indicates to FIDO 
that the. message numbered 'x' (of the set of messages held by Fl DO) should have been 
given. To give this response the teacher types the integer x. 
4. No, the answer is. . . This response allows the teacher to provide a new message. 
To give this response the teacher types a double quote followed gy the message. 
In addition, FIDO requires utility functions to enable users to correct or change messages. 
For examples of teaching lesso~s refer to the appendices. 
4.3 Performance Criteria 
Before deciding on the form of a computer model of FIDO we must consider the criteria 
on which Fl DO will be evaluated. Some of these will be critical in deciding upon how 
FIDO will be implemented. Others will mainly affect the input and output modules. 
Wherever possible, the criterion should be quantitative, even though .. when dealing with the 
psychological requirements of the user it is very difficult to lay down fixed measures of 
required performance. We believe that important criteria for Fl DO are: 
a. Easy to Learn to Use 
For LR(k) syntax error messages FIDO is intended to be used near the end of what 
could be a long and tedious development process. As stated in Chapter II, Fl DO should 
be a simple and natural way of developing error messages. We suggest that a programmer 
should be able to learn to use FIDO in about 15 minutes. 
b. Natural to Use 
The form of the dialogue with FIDO must be such that the user is not frustrated by it. 
It would be desirable that the teacher could respond to FIDO in much the same way that 
he would respond to a person. This would help to make FIDO easy and natural to use. 
c. Good Response Time 
Martin (1973, Chapter 18) defines respon~e time as 'the interval between the operator 
pressing the last key in the input operation and the terminal displaying the first character of 
the response'. When handling LR(k) syntax errors, this time is the time taken for the parser 
to detect the error plus the time taken for FIDO to decide upon and give the error message. 
A response time of two seconds is considered the maximum acceptable for interactive work. 
d. Learns Well 
For FIDO to be acceptable it must learn in a manner which is acceptable to the teacher. 
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When considering how well Fl DO is learning we feel two things are important: 
i. It must be possible for FIDO to give the correct message in any situation; i.e. 
after a suitable period of training FIDO should always give the correct message. 
In practical implementation this period might be very long. Therefore this 
criterion might be reformulated thus: when Fl DO gives a wrong message its 
performance can be improved with further training. 
ii. The learning of FIDO must be fast enough to keep the teacher satisfied. 
We will say that Fl DO learns well enough if it can be taught a satisfactory set of 
messages in a significantly shorter time than it would take to develop a similar set using 
some other technique. 
e. Economic Use of Computer Resources 
It is important that, in attempting to meet the other criteria, FIDO does not make an 
unacceptable demand on computer resources. 
4.4 The Nature of Inputs to F IDO 
Fl DO may use any or all of the information available to it through the input mechanism. 
When handling syntax error messages from an LR(1) parser FIDO has various sources of 
information. These are: 
a. The input typed by the user up to the detection of an error. 
b. Input typed by the user after the detection of the error. If the error is reported as soon 
as it is detected there would presumably be no further input. 
c. The parse (rule numbers) already produced by the parser before the breakdown of the 
parse. 
d. A stack of grammar items and parser states. This stack together with the look-ahead-
character represents the state of the parser at the time the parse breaks down. 
e. The look-ahead-character, which is the lexical item the parser was trying to match when 
the parse broke down. 
f. Some information from the lexical analyser, such as whether a blank occurred in the 
lexical item being processed. 
The above represent several data types, each with its own important characteristics. 
,, 
Some of the types are: 
1. Character strings such as (a.) above. 
2. Ordered data, which are a sequence of data items where the order of the items makes a 
difference to the meaning or interpretation of the data. Character strings are a special 
case of ordered data. Other examples are (c.) and (d.) above. 
3. Structured data, where the interaction between data items is more complex than simple 
ordering. A matrix is one example of structured data and another example is a tree 
representing the parse so far (c.) above. 
4. An isolated data item, one which has no significant relationship to other data items. The 
look-ahead-character (e.) above is an example. 
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4. 5 Essential Components of a F 100 
An examination of the FIDO problem suggests that FIDO can be broken down into a 
number of components. Each of these components will represent a module or data structure 
of the computer program used to implement Fl DO. We present these components here to 
simplify the.discussion of possible methods of implementing FIDO. 
We feel that Fl DO must have the following components for it to behave in the way we 
have described. 
a. An INPUT MODULE to accept input into FIDO from some other module of the computer 
system (for example, an LR(l) parser). This mechanism might put the input data into some 
standard form to make it easier for the rest of FIDO to process it. 
b. A DECISION MODULE to decide upon which output messages should be given. ]f FIDO 
is looked on as a classification system, then the decision mechanism must decide to which 
class an input belongs. 
c. The OUTPUT MODULE to give the output message to the user (or teacher). 
d. An ACCEPT-FEEDBACK MODULE to receive feedback from the teacher while Fl DO 
is in training mode. The accept-feedback module would normally get its input from the 
teacher's terminal, in contrast to the input module which would get its input from some 
other module in the system. 
To enable these modules to perform their functions, certain other components are 
required, namely: 
e. A MEMORY which can contain: 
i. Enough information to allow F I DO to decide on the correct message. 
ii. The text of the messages. 
f. A MEMORY-UPDATE MODULE which would be a set of algorithms to modify memory 
so that the decision mechanism can give the correct answers. 
The decision module, the memory-update module, and the memory itself do not 
interact directly with the user. It is, however, these components which will determine how 
successfully FIDO will learn. 
Fig. 4.1 illustrates these parts. 
APPLICATION 
~ 
INPUT 
' 
DECISION H OUTPUT PROGRAM I MODULE / MODULE MODULE 
WHICH USES 
~ _, FIDO / I I' 
USER OR 
TEACHER 
~ , 
I' I' ACCEPT ~ MEMORY ~ MEMORY I' FEEDBACK I' UPDATE 
MODULE MODULE 
Fig. 4.1 Possible structure for any FIDO 
~ 
0:0 
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CHAPTER V 
A PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
In this chapter we present our method of implementing a Fl DO. We describe the basic 
ideas in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Section 5.3 describes some important points and additions to 
the basic ideas. That section also contains descriptions of two other approaches which we 
considered when developing FIDO. Finally, section 5.4 discusses practical considerations such 
as the arranging of FIDO's memory and the detail of the form of the dialogue with FIDO. 
5.1 Feature Extraction 
A major problem found by the author when designing FIDO was that the information 
on which Fl DO must base its learning can be in several different forms (Sec. 4.4). A 
Fl DO which could use only one of these forms would lose valuable data. (The reader is 
referred to the criticism of grammatical inference in Section 3.2). On the other hand, we 
believe it would be very difficult to design a Fl DO which could handle information in 
these several different forms. The obvious solution to this dilemma is to convert all the 
input information into a standard form using heuristic techniques. 
This conversion will be done by the input mechanism. Therefore the input mechanism 
is not just a collector of information, but also transforms it into a form F I DO can hand I e. 
The input mechanism must now be rewritten for each application for which Fl DO is used, 
making Fl DO less general, but reducing it from an overwhelmingly difficult problem to a 
practical proposition. Having decided to shift some of FIDO's work to an ad hoc module 
two questions must be answered. 
1. How much of Fl DO's work should be done by the input mechanism? 
2. What is the standard form of information that it will output to the rest of FIDO? 
The input mechanism implements feature extraction as discussed in Section 3.1. It is 
important that we do not make the input mechanism too hard to program. On the other 
hand we should recognise that the programmer has a degree of intelligence we could never 
give to Fl DO, as he has some insight into what are the important characteristics or features 
of inputs. Provided that clear instructions can be given, it is reasonable to ask the programmer 
of the input mechanism to extr~ct these as features and pass them on to the learning part 
of FIDO. 
Question (2) above can now be rephrased as "What is a·. feature?" We decided that a 
feature should be a flag to indicate a characteristic of the inputs. Therefore the input mechanism 
gives a set of features indicating certain characteristics of the input. It should be pointed out 
that the order of features in the set will bear no relation to their meaning. If the order or 
structure of the input date is important then this is a characteristic of the input and suitable 
features must be created to inform FIDO of this. 
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We do not claim that all information can be easily translated into this form, but we 
do believe that such features can adequately represent a good many types of input data. 
For example: 
a. An integer in the range from n tom can be represented by m-n+l features. 
b. A specific English word can be represented by one feature. 
c. A stack which will never get deeper than j and will only ever hold i values at any level 
can be represented by i times j features. This can be reduced if we are only interested 
in items near the top of the stack. 
d. An arbitrary character string is harder to represent. However the programmer may have 
some insight into the meaning of certain substrings, and he may choose to represent this 
meaning as features. 
e. A real number would be difficult to represent. In most of the appliCations we envisage, 
real numbers will not occur. If a programmer wished to represent real numbers he would 
have to break them up into ranges of values and represent each range as a feature. 
When a feature is in the set output by the input mechanism we say that that feature 'occurred'. 
For the rest of this chapter we will talk about features rather than inputs. We will further 
discuss feature extraction when we give practical examples. 
5.2 Bitmap FIDO 
This section explains one possible Fl DO. While discussing this Fl DO, we will describe 
several other FIDO's. This FIDO has been shown to perform adequately in two applications 
(syntax error messages for LR(k) parsers and a question answering system). We will refer 
to this FIDO as Bitmap FIDO after one possible implementation technique and we will use 
Algol 60 notation to help describe its operation. The algorithms we give will not be the most 
efficient ones, but we feel that they clearly represent what we are trying to do. When Fl DO 
is implemented, suitable programming techniques would be used to increase computer 
efficiency. Some of these techniques will be discussed later. When designing the algorithms 
given below, we assumed that each feature is represented by an integer in the range 1 to 
MAXMESS. The function OCCURRED (i) is true if feature i occurred, false otherwise. The 
memory of Bitmap FIDO is a boolean matrix (Fig. 5.1 ): 
MEMORY [1: MAXFEAT, 1: MAXMESS]. 
MESSAGES 
1 2 3 2 3 
1 F F F F T F 
2 F F F 2 F T F 
3 F F F 3 F F F 
4 F F F 4 F T F 
5 F F F 5 F F F 
MAXMESS =3 F =false 
MAXFEAT = 5 T =true 
Fig. 5.1 Initial state of FIDO's memory Fig. 5.2 FIDO's memory after update. 
assuming 5 features and 3 messages. 
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To understand how Bitmap FIDO works it is best to look first at the memory update 
algorithm. Assume that the correct message number for some set of features is CORRECT. 
To update its memory, FIDO sets true MEMORY [i, CORRECT]for each i where the 
feature numbered i has occurred. For example, suppose that the features 1, 2 and 4 occur 
and the correct answer is message 2. If the memory is initially empty (i.e. all features 
false) the result of the memory update would be as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
The Algol 60 routine to do this is: 
fori : = 1 step 1 until MAXFEAT do 
if' OCCURRED (i) then 
MEMORY [i, CORRECT]: = true ; 
If MEMORY [i, j]is true we say that feature i indicates message j. The decision mechanism 
uses this matrix to decide which message to give. To do this each message is scored using a 
scoring algorithm and the message with the highest score is selected. If every time feature 
Fi occurred message Mj was the correct answer it would seem to be reasonable that the 
scoring algorithm should, in this situation, give feature Fi a comparatively large weight. If, 
however, feature Fi. indicates many messages, Fi should receive little weight. 
The scoring algorithm assumes a function INDICATES (FEAT) which returns the number 
of messages indicated by feature FEAT. (i.e. how many elements in the row FEAT of the 
array MEMORY are true). The scoring algorithm is: 
comment initialize the scores; 
fori: = 1 step 1 until MAX MESS do SCORE. [i]: = 0; 
comment the scoring algorithm; 
fori: = 1 step 1 until MAXFEAT do 
if OCCURRED (i) then 
for j : = 1 step 1 until MAXMESS do 
if MEMORY (i,j) then 
SCORE [j] : = SCORE [j]+ 1/ INDICATES \ j) ; 
i.e. For each feature that has occurred, if that feature indicates Mj, the inverse of the 
number of messages that feature indicates is added to the score for Mj. 
The message with the highest score is selected and output. 
5.3 Important Characteristics of Bitmap FIDO 
The algorithms given in 5.2 describe the basis of Bitmap FIDO, but there are some 
additional concepts needed to make FIDO practical. We will describe these concepts when 
the problems which they are designed to overcome arise in the discussion. Some important 
characteristics of Bitmap FIDO's design and performance are: 
a. Bitmap FIDO Learns Fast 
Probably the most important property of Bitmap Fl DO is the speed at which it 
learns, provided that the problem is one that FIDO can handle. We will discuss later the 
situations FIDO cannot handle. One reason that FIDO learns quickly is that it uses, as 
a basis for learning, all the features which have occurred. This allows the features which 
are most important to be reflected quickly in the result of the scoring algorithm. 
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This speed of learning can be contrasted with another FIDO developed by the author. 
We will refer to this FIDO as Tree FIDO. Tree FIDO is capable of learning the correct~ 
message for any possible combination of features i.e. Tree FIDO's learning will be 
complete. The memory of Tree FIDO is a tree. At each node in the tree a feature is 
stored. The decision mechanism starts at the root of the tree and works its way up to a 
leaf. At each node the decision mechanism tests the feature which is stored there to see 
if it has occurred. If it has occurred one branch is taken (we call this the 'Up branch') 
and if the feature has not occurred the other branch is taken ('down'). When a leaf is 
reached the message stored on that leaf is output. For example; suppose features 
F 1, F 3 and F 7 occur and the memory is the tree in Fig. 5.3a. The path taken through 
the tree is marked with the heavy line and message M2 is given. 
M 4 
F1 
Mt 
Fl 
M3 
F2 
Fl 
.c-
5 
Fl 
F3 
M 1 
(a) A path through Tree F/DO's 
Memory. 
Fig. 5.3 Example of Tree FIDO's Memory. 
ri)!IJ- -" 
: I 
,__--..;.'-4 : New Node 
: 8 
I 8 
"---IF 7 L -- --..J 
(b) Addition of a new node 
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The memory update mechanism must modify the tree so that Tree FIDO gives the 
correct answer. A number of methods have been investigated. The simplest method is to 
add a node at the leaf where a wrong answer is given. The new node would test a feature 
which has occurred but was not tested on the way up the tree. (See Fig. 5.3b). 
A major difference between Bitmap FIDO and Tree FIDO is that while Bitmap FIDO 
updates a portion of memory relating to a number of features, Tree Fl DO updates only 
one node on the tree. This means that one update of Bitmap-FIDO's memory affects more 
situations and therefore its learning is faster than that of Tree FIDO. 
b. Bitmap FIDO has economic memory usage 
·An apparently attractive alternative for Fl DO's memory is an integer matrix which 
holds in MEMORY [i,j]the number of times feature Fi has occurred when message Mi 
has been the correct answer. The memory update algorithm would be: 
for i : = 1 step1 until MAXFEAT do 
if OCCURRED then MEMORY [i, CORRECT]:;= MEMORY [i, CORRECT]+ 1; 
The scoring algorithm would be: 
for i : = 1 step 1 until MAXFEAT do 
if OCCURRED (i) then 
for j: = 1 step 1 until MAXMESS do 
if MEMORY [i, j]t=· · 0 then 
SCORE (j) : =SCORE (j) + 1/TOTAL(i); 
TOTAL (i) is an integer function which sums up row i of memory (i.e. the row 
corresponding to feature Fi). 
We shall refer to this method as Count FIDO. The author feels that this method is in 
several ways inferior to Birmap FIDO. The one situation in which Count FIDO may have 
an advantage over Bitmap Fl DO is when some previous teaching must be forgotten. (i.e. 
if a teacher makes a mistake or a new teacher decides to teach a new message for a 
situation that FIDO has already been taught so that previous teaching must be forgotten.) 
The most obvious disadvantage of Count Fl DO is the amount of memory required. 
If Bitmap Fl DO uses one bit of memory for each boolean value and Count Fl DO uses 
8 bits (256 possible values) then Count Fl DO requires 8 times as much memory as 
Bitmap Fl DO. This could easily force Fl DO's memory out of main memory of the 
computer and thus slow FIDO down below acceptable performance levels. 
c. Bitmap FIDO is Economic on Processor Time 
The binary type features in FIDO are very simple. For this reason we would expect a 
system using Fl DO to have a large number of these. However, we would only expect a 
small proportion of them to occur at any one time. Since the scoring algorithm needs to 
look at memory for only those features which have, occurred, scoring will be fast. 
Similarly, the memory update algorithms will need to set only a small number of bits in 
memory. The calculations involved are also very simple. If a count of the number of 
messages each feature indicates is kept, the scoring algorithms need only do one division 
for each feature that occurred and one addition for each message indicatyd by each 
feature which has occurred. Therefore the demand in processor time is minimal. 
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d. Bitmap Fl DO Learns Infrequent Situations 
Suppose that there is a rarely occurring situation which requires a message of its own. 
It is likely that such a situation might be taught only once by a teacher. Often this type 
of message is important. For example, it may be the unusual error situation in a program 
which is hard to recognise. Bitmap FIDO does not hold the frequency of a message 
taught to be important. Provided that a situation has been taught once, F I DO has learnt 
it. 
Compare this with Count FIDO, described in (b). Suppose that a teacher first teaches 
FIDO that when features F1, F3, and F5 occur together message M2 is the correct 
answer. Count Fl DO's memory would be as in Fig. 5.4a and Bitmap F I DO's as in 
Fig. 5.4b. 
Suppose the teacher next trains FIDO that F3 and any other features except feature 
F1 gives message M1, Count Fl DO's memory would be as shown in Fig. 5.4c and Bitmap 
Fl DO's would be as shown in Fig. 5.4d. Suppose we now get the F 1, F3 and F 5 input. 
If the respective scoring algorithms are applied Count Fl DO selects M1 and Bitmap 
FIDO selects M2 (i.e. Bitmap FIDO gets the correct answer.) This property is also 
important if a teacher wants to reteach Fl DO. It would be unacceptable for a teacher 
to wait while the counts for his teaching slowly overtake those for the previous teaching. 
(a) (b) 
M1 M2 M1 M2 
F' 1 0 2 F1 F T 
F2 0 0 F2 F F 
F3 0 2 F3 F T 
F4 0 0 F4 F F 
F5 0 2 F5 F T 
(c) (d) 
M1 M2 M1 M2 
F1 0 2 F1 F T 
F2 5 0 F2 T F 
F3 10 2 F3 T T 
F4 6 0 F4 T F 
F5 5 2 F5 T T 
Fig. 5.4 Comparison of Bitmap and Count F/00. 
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e. Bitmap FIDO Cannot Learn Some Things 
Suppose that when features F 1, F 2 and F 3 occur together, message M1 is required, 
and when F 1 and F 2 occur together M2 is required. Fig. S.Sa shows what the memory 
of Bitmap FIDO would be. Now, if F1 and F2 occur, M1 and M2 will get the same 
score and FIDO will not be able to discriminate between tbe two messages. Three 
approaches to solving this problem are: 
1. Output both messages. This should be considered as only a last resort. It is desirable 
to give a user a specific message rather than give him a choice. 
2. Ask the writer of the input mechanism to provide more features. In our experience, 
this problem occurs rather often and it is difficult to find features to solve the problem. 
We therefore feel that a better solution is: 
3. Make some addition for FIDO to handle this situation. In doing so, we do not want 
to force Fl DO to look at large portions of memory. This rules out trying to find the 
significance of a particular feature not occurring. 
A simple addition to Bitmap Fl DO which makes it possible for F IDO to work for the 
above example is to have F I DO check to see if there are two messages whh the same 
highest score. If there are, FIDO generates an extra feature which we will call a 'pseudo 
feature'. There would be a p'seudo feature for each pair of messages which have in the 
past had equal scores. Fig. S.Sb shows what FIDO's memory would look like for the 
above example. 
The adding of these pseudo features does not completely solve the problem of things 
Fl DO cannot learn. For example, suppose F 1 by itself gives M1, and F 1, F 2 and F 3 
gives M1. FIDO's memory would be as in Fig. S.Sc. If this type of situation occurs, 
additions to feature extraction would be required. 
f. Bitmap F I DO Has a Problem with Forgetting 
F1 
F2 
F3 
Fig. 5.5 
Bitmap FIDO as described fails if a teacher makes a mistake while teaching FIDO or 
if it is decided to teach a new message in a situation which has already been taught. The 
problem with the algorithms so far described is that once a boolean in the memory 
becomes true it will never be reset. We shall refer to this problem as 'the forgetting 
problem' and the process of turning memory values to false as 'forgetting'. Forgetting 
should happen when Fl DO has given an answer which is incorrect and updating memory 
would not result in the correct answer being given if Fl DO was called with exactly the 
same features. 
The need for forgetting would be reduced by the pseudo features described in (e). 
(a) (b) (c) 
M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 
T T F1 T T F1 T T 
T T F2 T T F2 T T 
T F F3 T F F3 T F 
p1 F T p1 T T 
Examples of Pseudo Features. 
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Suppose that we have trained FIDO that F1 and F2 gives M1, F1 and F3 gives M2, 
and Fl and F 4 also gives M2. The memory would be as shown in Fig. 5.6a. If the 
teacher now tries to retrain FIDO so that features F1 and F3 together give message 
M3, then whenever F 1 and F 3 occur messages M2 and M3 will get the same score. A 
pseudo feature P1 would be generated by FIDO and the updated memory would be 
as shown in Fig. 5.6b. FIDO has now learnt the new situation and effectively forgotten 
the old one. 
(a) (b) 
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 
F1 T T F F1 T T T 
F2 T F F F2 T F T 
F3 F T F F3 F T T 
F4 F T F F4 F F F 
p1 F F T 
Fig. 5.6 How pseudo features can help correct teachers' errors. 
However, it is hoped that Fl DO will be capable of being taught by several different 
teachers and over a period of time. Each teacher's idea of what message a particular 
situation should give might be different, or a teacher might decide that a message is too 
general and should be split into several parts. As a result a situation may be retaught 
several times in the life of a system. This could well mean that adding pseudo features 
would not be adequate to handle new teaching. In this case a specific forgetting 
algorithm to turn values in FIDO's memory to false is required. 
The decision to be made in the design of the forgetting algorithm is: What elements 
in FIDO's memory should be turned to false? The , problem is to get the right ones 
without unduly affecting teaching relating to other situations. We decided that all the 
elements corresponding to features which have occurred and which indicate the wrong 
answer should be turned false. This may appear to be a drastic solution, but it is 
guaranteed to turn off the right booleans. Since FIDO is quick to learn, these values will 
rapidly be turned true again if this is necessary. 
g. Bitmap FIDO Gives an Easy Second Choice 
One advantage of using a method which scores each message is that if the teacher of 
Fl DO asks for a second choice this can be easily provided by giving the answer with the 
second highest score. 
h. Bitmap Fl DO is a Linear Decision Function 
If we thought of the output of features extracted as a vector instead of a set, then we 
can see that Bitmap Fl DO is a linear decision function as described in section 3.4. The 
vector X= (X1, x2, x3 ... Xn) would have an element to represent each feature. 
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X1 would be 1 ifF 1 had occurred, otherwise x1 would be zero. For example, suppose 
F 1 and F3 occurred~ X wou'ld be (1, 0, 1, 0, 0). There would be a weight vector wi for 
each message Mj. Mk would be selected if X. wk > X.Wm for all m -:f= k. The memory 
update algorithm would place appropriate fractions into theW vectors,.Fig. 5.7. shows 
a Bitmap Fl DO's memory and the corresponding weight vectors for a FIDO's memory 
using a linear decision function. 
M1 M2 M3 M4 
F1 T T F F w1 = (~I 0, 0, ~I 0) 
F2 F F T T w2 = (~I 0, ~I 0, 0) 
F3 T F F F w3 = (0, 1/3 ' 1/3 ' 0, 0) 
F4 F F T F w4 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) 
Bitmap FIDO's Memory Corresponding weight vectors 
Fig. 5. 7 Bitmap F/DO's memory and weight vectors for a linear decision function. 
5.4 Practical Considerations When Implementing a Bitmap F IDO 
When implementing a Bitmap Fl DO the following points should be considered: 
a. The Nature of Features 
The algorithms given so far number the features between one and some maximum. 
In practice it would be annoying for the programmer of the input mehcanism to have 
to place all his features on one scale. As will be seen when LR(1) syntax error messages 
are discussed, features can be divided up into several categories. That is features will be 
extracted by different algorithms and the natures of what the features in different 
categories represent will be different. To make things easier for the programmer of the 
input mechanism, FIDO should be able to partition different categories of input in its 
memory. Each of these categories we shall call a feature class. They will be discussed 
later when we consider interfacing to FIDO and the organisation of FIDO's memory. 
Other important considerations when implementing a Fl DO are the total number of 
features and how many features will occur at the same time. Our experience with F I DO 
suggests that F I DO performs best if only a small proportion of the features occurs at 
any one time. If this is the case, it may be feasible to consider placing FIDO's memory 
on a backing store and thus reduce the amount of main memory required. 
b. The Number of Messages 
The number of messages must affect the nature of Fl DO's memory. For handling 
syntax error messages for LR(1) parsers the number of messages required is relatively 
small. Our test system can handle 47 messages and this seems adequate for a subset of 
BASIC. On the other hand, a question answer system may require considerably more 
messages. We will consider alternative memory organisation for small and large numbers 
of messages in the next section. 
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c. Organisation of Bitmap FIDO's Memory 
In our sample algorithms for Bitmap Fl DO, Fl DO's memory was represented by a 
boolean array. To represent FIDO's memory as a boolean array in most high level 
language systems would be inefficient. For example, in B6700 Extended Algol 
(Burroughs 1974), each boolean array element requires one 48 bit word. Since each 
element in FIDO's memory can have only two states, only one bit is required. 
Our demonstration implementation of FIDO uses one B6700 word for each feature. 
As the words are 48 bits long up to 48 messages can be represented by bits in the word. 
If more messages were required, a double precision word could be used to represent up 
to 96 messages. Therefore, in the B6700, FIDO's memory could be represented as a 
one dimensioned array. When planning the organisation of F I DO's memory we must 
consider the number of features. If there are a thousand or even five thousand features, 
it would be possible to implement FIDO's memory as an array held in store. If however, 
there are a million features, such an array is totally impracticable. As discussed earlier, 
we expect that only a few features will occur at any one time. It is therefore not 
unreasonable to hold a large array on disk. 
Our B6700 version of FIDO uses a two-dimensional array to represent FIDO's memory. 
One axis represents feature c'lasses, and the other features in those classes. The Bitmap 
to messages is stored in individual bits within a word. Normally, a problem with this 
technique would be that different feature classes might contain different numbers of 
features and thus some storage is wasted. This was not a problem in B6700 Extended 
Algol because any array row (feature class) could be RESIZED to hold the correct 
number of features. An alternative method would be to have FIDO perform the necessary 
calculations to convert features from the class-and-feature form into a single number which 
could be used as an index into a one-dimensional array. 
An alternative organisation of FIDO's memory would be for FIDO to store the numbers 
of the messages indicated against features. In this form each array row would represent 
a feature and each element of that row would contain a message number. For example 
if feature F 1 indicates messages 2, 4 and 5 then row 1 of the memory array would contain 
the numbers 2, 4 and 5. Fig. 5.8a shows FIDO's memory in Bitmap form and Fig. 5.8b 
shows F I DO's memory in the alternative form. 
This system would be advantageous if most features indicate only a small number of 
messages. It might be that if a feature indicates more than a certain number of messages, 
that feature will have no significant effect on the scoring algorithm (i.e. if that feature were 
omitted the same message would be selected). If this assumption can be made then FIDO's 
memory could be stored in a two-dimensional array of fixed size. 
d. Interfacing Bitmap F I DO to Other Systems 
It is intended that, apart from the input mechanism (feature extraction), an implementat-
ion of FIDO should be usable for a number of applications. This requires some standard 
interface between Fl DO and other modules in the computer system. 
FIDO must be informed: 
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M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 
F1 T T T T T T 
F2 T F F F F F 
F3 T F T F F T 
F4 F T F F F T 
F5 F F F F T F 
F6 F F T F F T 
F7 F F F F F F 
Fg F F F T F T 
Fg F F F F F F 
(a) Bitmap form of memory 
FEAT MESSAGE 
F1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
F2 
F3 3 6 
F4 2 6 
F5 5 
F6 3 6 
F7 
Fg 6 4 
Fg 
(b) Alternative form of memory 
Fig. 5.8 A comparison of two possible ways of representing FIDO's memory 
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-which features have occurred 
-which files or, devices to write messages to and receive feedback from 
-whether this is an initialisation call 
- \\hether Fl DO is in training or operating mode. 
Fl DO may be required to return the number of the message which was the correct 
answer. It will be seen when we discuss question-answer systems that this information 
is required as subsequent input to FIDO. 
The form of the interface to Fl DO must depend on the computer system being used. 
Our main implementation ofFIDO is written in BURROUGHS EXTENDED ALGOL 
and run on a B6700 computer using the CAN DE (Burroughs, 1971) message control 
system to interact with the user. Some test systems have also been implemented on a 
Data General ECLIPSE S/130 system running RDOS (Data General, 1971) and written 
in Data General's implementation of ALGOL 60 (Data General, 1971 ). 
In both cases the numbers of the features which have occurred were passed into FIDO 
in a one-dimensional array which we will refer to as FEATURES. FIDO assumes that 
the array FEATURES starts at element zero and continues until element N, where 
FEATURES [N + 1 ]contains zero. As mentioned earlier it is desirable that features be 
divided up into feature classes. We did this by the convention that if FEATURES (I) 
was negative then the absolute value of FEATURES (I) was the feature class for 
subsequent features in the array. For example if FEATURES contain: 
-1, 1, 3, 5, -2, 8, 7, 1, -3, 1, -1, 4, 0 
then features 1, 3, 4 and 5 of feature class 1, feature 8, 7 and 1 of class 2, and 
feature 1 of class 3 have occurred. 
This system of passing features to F I DO is easy to specify and it is easy for the 
writer of the input module to put features in such an array. For example, feature 
extraction for LR(1) parser error messages took about 25 lines of Burroughs Extended 
Algol code. 
e. The Form of the Dialogue 
As pointed out in section 4.3 the form of the dialogue used is important. The user 
must be sure whether his inputs are going to Fl DO or to some other part of the system. 
For this reason, FIDO's inputs should be prompted by a unique prompt. In our example 
we have used'*' as a prompt for FIDO and'+' as a prompt for the other part of the 
system. On being called, FIDO should output a message number and a message. It is 
important that the message number be given as sometimes it is required by the teacher 
- for example to change the wording of a message or for subsequent teaching. If 
FIDO was in operating mode it would immediately return control to the calling system. 
If on the other hand FIDO was in training mode the prompt should be given. The user 
must be able to respond in a way which is both clearly defined and easy to remember. 
The form we have used and found successful is represented by the grammar in Fig. 5.9. 
(Feedback>= ==<Yes feedback>! 
(No fry asain.>f 
<No correcf messase)f 
(No neu messase)f 
(Chanse command)/ 
<Remove command)/ 
()oin command)/ 
(Lisf command.>! 
<Blank line) 
\les feedback>=== YESJY 
<No fry as3in.>= == HO!N 
<No corr~cf messase> : == <Messase number> 
<No new message): =="<Message fexf> 
<Chanse command>=== CH~HGE <Hew line> (Message fexf.> 
<:Remerve cc,mr:Jand.>: : = RENOVE <Nessage number.> 
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(Jerin command>=== )OIN (Nessase number> <:Nessage number.> <Newline> (Nessagefexf.> 
<Lisf command>= ==LISTJL 
(Blank line>= ==(End of line characfer) 
(Nessa9e number>: = =(Oi si f >: (Oi gi f )(Oi gj f.> 
(Qjgif): ==1 12/3/4/5/6!1/8/9/i:.l 
(Message fexf>= =={~n':l characters UP fo fhe end of line) 
(Neuline.>• =={End of line characfer) 
Fig. 5.9 Grammar of feedback teacher can give 
The meaning of these commands are: 
1. <Yes feedback> , < N:> try again> , < No correct message> and < No new message> 
are described in section 4.2. 
2. The< List command> will list the numbers and texts of messages FIDO has been 
taught. 
3. The< Change col!lmand> will change the wording of the text of a message. 
4. The< Remove command> will remove the message from FIDO's memory. 
5. The < Join command> will mean that all the teaching associated with the second 
< Message number> will be transferred to the first. The text of this message 
will be changed to<Message text>. 
6. <Blank line> will mean that FIDO's memory should not be updated. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EXAMPLES OF FIDO IN USE 
In this chapter we discuss a number of examples of the use of FIDO. The chief example 
is that of using FIDO to give error messages for LR(1) parsers. The language used is a subset 
of MINI-BASIC (Lewis 1976), with the grammar as given in Appendix A. The grammar has been 
chosen to be small enough that a complete set of messages can be taught in a reasonable time, 
yet it is complex enough to test FIDO. A second example is given, also using a LR(1) parser, 
but for a modified version of VORTEX, the job control language for the Varian mini 
computer (Varian, 1974). 
In both these examples: 
a. The lexical analyser maps individual characters onto the lexical item numbers used by the 
parser. 
b. Blanks are ignored. 
c. A character not recognised is mapped onto a special lexical item. 
d. The end-of-line character is treated as the empty input string by the parser but is printed as 
a colon on the extreme right of the page. 
e. It is assumed that an error is reported at the first character which cannot be matched by the 
parser. 
We then discuss a simple question-answer system written to illustrate the versatility of 
FIDO. Finally we re-examine performance criteria in the light of how well FIDO meets the 
goals set out in Chapter 4.3. 
6.1 Error Messages For An LR (1) Parser 
This section discusses our chief example, learning error messages for an LR(1) parser. 
The language used is a subset of MIN I-BASIC. Its grammar is given in Appendix A and 
the result of the teaching session in Appendix B. 
The features passed to FIDO from the parser's error routines are: 
a. The Look Ahead Character 
The features in this feature class represent the last lexical item looked at by the parser. 
Referring to the description of LR(1) parser in Section 2.2, this feature corresponds to 
the left most character in w. It was the input of this item which resulted in the break-
down of the parse. Since each lexical item is represented by an integer, the feature 
extraction algorithm simply uses that integer value as the feature number. It is 
important that this item be represented as a feature as this may be an indication of 
what the user thought he was doing as _opposed to what he is allowed to do. For 
example, if the user types: 
10 LET A = B = 
an appropriate error message would be 
MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
On the other hand if the user typed 
10 LET A = ( 
an appropriate error message would be 
INVALID OPERATOR 
b. The Table Controlling the Stack 
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The features in this feature class represent the table which was controlling the stack 
when the parse breaks down {i.e. the look ahead character was looked up in this 
table and an error indicator was found). In terms of our formal description of the 
LR{ 1) parser this is the rightmost element ins. The table numbers are represented by 
integers which.are used as feature numbers. This table indicates what productions in 
the grammar were being matched when the parse broke down. The importance of this 
feature class is discussed further in the next section. 
c. Tables on the Stack 
The features in this class represent all the tables on the stack except for the table 
controlling the stack. Feature extraction for this class proceeds by scanning the stack 
and representing features by the numbers on the stack. Each table in an LR{k) parser 
corresponds to the parser's matching up to a particular point in some production of 
the grammar. For example, Table Ta might representthat the parser has matched 
the production 
<STATEMENT> : : = LET< VARIABLE>= <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> 
up to where the arrow indicates.tlt might be that the string being parsed will match 
two productions. For example TableT b might represent 
<VARIABLE> : : = < LETTER>t 
<VARIABLE> : : =<LETTER><DIGIT> 
If the parser had just parsed the string f 
LET A 
the stack would contain T a and T bas well as other tables representing productions 
which were being matched. If the next character in the string was _invalid {i.e. could 
could not be matched) the parse would break down. Therefore when the parser 
detects an error the tables on the stack pinpoint the . .places in the grammar which 
were being matched when the error occurred. Often the most important table on 
the stack is the one on the top. Freeth's system discussed in Chapter 2, uses only 
the table on the top of the stack to determine the error message {Freeth's system 
sometimes does reductions in error situations thus revealing other tables on the top 
of the stack. Any error messages attached to these tables are also output.) We feel 
that this table is important enough to be represented by a feature class of its own. 
The tables further down the stack give more indication of the type of error and are all 
represented in one feature class. 
As an example of where these features are important, suppose the user types 
"LET AB", a suitable error message might be 
VARIABLE NAME IS LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
TableT bon the top of the stack would be important in deciding on this error 
message. If however, the user typed 
LET A+ 
and the error message was 
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THE FORM OF A LET STATEMENT IS LET VARIABLE = 
ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION 
it would be the tableT a further down the stack which would be most important. 
d. Possible Next Lexical Items 
The features in this feature class represent lexical items which, if typed instead of 
the one error, would be accepted by the pacser. Feature extraction finds these features 
by· looking up the parse action (f) part of the table controlling the stack. Any lexical 
item which does not contain an error indication when looked up in this table is a 
possible valid next item. This feature class was added to FIDO to help FIDO 
generalise its messages. For example, suppose a user types 
LET 
A possible next item would be any of the letters. A suitable error message might be 
VARIABLE REQUIRED NEXT 
Suppose the user now types 
FOR 
Again possible next items would be any of the letters and these features would indicate 
the above message. 
One possible disadvantage of having this feature class in the system is that often a 
large number of features occur at once thus slowing down FIDO's response time. 
6. 2 Discussion 
Two hours of teaching FIDO error messages for our subset of mini BASIC is given in 
Appendix B. This section discusses these results and our experiences in teaching FIDO. 
a. Use of Change and Join 
While the inclusion of change and join commands are not part of the main concept 
of f"l DO, they are important to provide a flexible and easy-to-use system. Fig. 6.1 
illustrates the use of these commands. In both cases it is still necessary to tell 
Fl DO the correct answer after using the commands. The change command is 
generally used in two situations. 
The first is when the teacher wishes to correct a simple mistake he has made 
(e.g. a spelling mistake). The second is when the user wants to change the meaning 
of a message.· For example Fig. 6.1 (a) shows the meaning of message 4 being 
generalised from being about GOTO only to being about both GOTO and GOSUB. 
The JOIN command is typically used if two messages of very similar meaning are 
taught by the teacher. The teacher may decide that it is more convenient to have both 
these as the same message (e.g. Fig. 6.1 (b)). 
b. Use of 'No' 
While teaching Fl DO we found the 'No. Try again' feedback very useful. This 
feedback to FIDO allows the teacher to look at a number of outputs from FIDO in 
decreasing order of probability. Because Bitmap FIDO's memory is not updated 
until FIDO is told the correct answer, a teacher can say that one of the messages 
for which he previously entered 'No' is, in fact, the correct answer. The use of the 
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*Y 
(a) Use of CHANGE command. 
+100 LET A:8+A£o3(4o 
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lJI"FuH SHOULu ~E FULLUWEU ~y A <VARIA~LE> 
141"N~ OPtHAluk MAY IMMEDIATELY fULLOW ANUTHER 
l~I.,M!~SI~~ Ot--LRATOH 
161"RLPEATED uLClMAL POINl 
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*16 
+~9 LET A:.le2e 
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*Y 
(b) Use of JOIN command. 
Fig. 6.1 The use of the JOIN command and CHANGE command. 
'No' command saves the teacher having to use the more time consuming LIST 
command. 
c. Difficult to Decide on Messages 
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When the reader looks at the examples, he may feel that we have not taught Fl DO 
the best possible messages. Part of our aim for Fl DO is that it be flexible enough to 
cater for this situation. If the reader regularly used this parser, he might decide to 
retrain FIDO to give what he feels is a better set of error messages. After regular use 
of the parser we may ourselves feel inclined to change the messages. Before Fl DO was 
developed, we assumed that it would be easy to decide the messages with which FIDO 
should be trained. However, while training Fl DO, we found it very difficult to decide 
what message to give. For example, suppose that we type 
10 FOR I = 3S 
Possible messages may be 
'TO' EXPECTED 
MISSING OPERATOR 
VARIABLE SHOULD BE<LETTER>I<LETTER'>< DIGIT> 
Alternatively we might decide on a more general message such as 
THE FORM OF A FOR STATEMENT IS FOR< VARIABLE> =<ARITHMETIC 
EXP> TO <ARITHMETIC EXP> 
The difficulty in deciding on error messages arose in spite of the fact that we had the 
error situation in front of us. Using a normal error message system the designer must 
guess at the exact situation before deciding on error messages. We feel that this 
additional level of difficulty adds to the problem of poor error messages. Frequently, 
the designer appears not to try to see how the user of the system will see the error, 
but gives error messages in terms of the operation of the parser. Fig. 6.2 from the 
B6700 BASIC Compiler is a good example. If the user did not know what an 
arithmetic primary was he would have difficulty in deciding what the error messages 
mean. We have tried to teach FIDO a fairly detailed set of error messages and have 
probably given them in more detail than most BASIC interpreters and compilers. For 
example, Data General's BASIC interpreter appears to have only two error messages. 
d. Apparently Unreasonable Messages from FIDO 
In some situations it is impossible for FIDO to give a reasonable and meaningful 
message because one has not been taught, but FIDO will still output the message with 
the highest score (e.g. Fig. 6.3(a)). Thus FIDO must sometimes give incorrect messages. 
Of more concern are the situations in which FIDO does have a reasonable message to 
give, but gives the wrong message (Fig. 6.3(b) ). While the message given is unsatisfactory, 
a careful study of previous teaching may show the message was not completely 
unwarranted .. 
Such messages also appear in conventional error message giving systems. For 
example, refer back to Fig. 1.1. Referring to Fig. 6.3(b), suppose that instead of 
MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS NOT ALLOWED 
We had taught F I DO 
THIS SYMBOL IS NOT ALLOWED IN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS 
Tlren the message would be a more reasonable one. 
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The big advantage of our system is that FIDO can always be trained a little further 
until a more reasonable message is given. 
10 LET A = A+ 
-----------------------~·-> ************ ARITHMETIC PRIMARY EXPECTED lN EXPRESSION 
. 20 LET A = A + BC · 
' ~--·--------~tiM·--------·W•) ************ EENO OF STATEMENT ~AS EXPECTEU 
30 L T A • (A+ B . 
••~•••••••••••••••••W•••••~•> 
************ RIGHT PARENTHESIS MISSING fOR ARITHMETIC PklMAHY 
40 LET A= B = C 
50 LET = B+., 
--·~-~----~-----~---··> ************ ILLEGAL TARGET VARIABLE NAME IN LET STATlMt~1 
60 LET A = CB+•C)) 
~-------·-····---~-~-----··> *****~****** ARITHMETIC PRIMARY EXPECTEU lN EXPRESSION 
~-•••••••d•••••••~•w•~•••••••w•) 
************ RIGHT PARENTHESIS MISSING fOH ARITHMETIC PRlMAHY 70 LET A=CB+C•D)) 
-~-~---------~~-------··-~·-> ************ ARITHMETIC PRIMARY £XP£CTEU IN EXPRESSION 
~--~•••••uu~auw••••••••••d••••••> 
************ RIGHT PARENTHESIS MisSING FOk ARlTtiMETIC PHINARY 
••••••••~••••~•••••w•uaa••••••M•) 
************ RIGHT PARENTHESIS MISSING FUH ARITHMETIC PkiMARY 
80 END 
~*******!*********** BASIC COMPILAT!01~ SUMMARY ******************** 
Fig. 6.2 Example of error messages in terms of the parser. 
e. Computer Resources 
Appendix B comprises the results of two hours of teaching. In this time FIDO 
used 22.8 seconds of processor time and was called more than 66 times so that each 
call used less than 0.3 seconds. All of these calls were in training mode. We feel 
that this is not an unreasonable demand on computer resources. 
6.3 Job Control Language For Vortex 
The job control language for VORTEX was chosen for our second example because it 
is typical of small scale command languages. Its grammar is given in Appendix C and the 
result of the teaching session in Appendix D. While teaching these error messages, we tried 
to express them in such a way that they would tell the user how to correct the mistake he 
has made. Appendix D also has a section illustrating Fl DO in opera~ing mode. 
6.4 F I DO for a Question/ Answer System 
A program which we refer to as TALK was written to enable FIDO to function as a 
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question/answer system. That is, the user can type a question and the system will respond 
with an answer to that question. Appendix E gives a sample interaction with this system. 
The algorithm of TALK is very simple. Firstly, TALK reads a line from a terminal. Next 
it delimits words in that line by blanks. Each word is looked up in a dictionary to find a 
number representing that word. If the word is not found in the dictionary, it is placed 
into it. For example, if the user typed 
HOW ARE YOU TODAY 
this line might be converted into numbers 
3, 5, 2, 8 
These numbers would be used as feature class 1. 
Next, these numbers are paired as: 
{3,5), {5,2), (2,8) 
Each pair is given a unique number. These numbers are used as features in class 2. 
Feature class 3 represents triplets: 
{3, 5, 2), {5, 2, 8) 
and so on up to feature class 5. 
In addition, TALK creates two other feature classes. One represents the last message given 
and the other the last three messages given by FIDO. When TALK has created theL.array 
FEATURES it calls FIDO. 
This scheme is too simple to provide a really successful question/answer system, but the 
result has been a system which can perform remarkably well with very little development. 
Appendix Eisa result of a teaching session with TALK. 
6.5 Meeting of Performance Criteria 
The most important question when assessing a system such as Fl DO is to decide how 
weiUt met its design goals. The best way to answer this question is to compare actual 
performance with the performance criteria. Our criteria are laid down in section 4.3. 
a. Easy to Learn to Use 
All the examples given in the Appendices were done by persons other than the author. 
These people required only a few minutes instruction- so we conclude that this goal 
has been met. 
b. Natural to Use 
While it could be argued that the way that one responds to FIDO is not the same as 
that in which one would respond to a person, people using Fl DO have found that the 
responses required are sufficiently natural to state that FIDO is easy to use. One slight 
exception to this is the 'Yes' input. Teachers of FIDO would occasionally forget to 
respond to correct answers. It is therefore important that Fl DO checks any responses 
from the teacher and informs him if it is invalid. 
c. Good Response Time 
Response time when training FIDO was usually adequate. The major problem here 
was due to variations caused by the loading of the 86700 on which FIDO was run. We 
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found the response time entirely satisfactory when the 86700 was under light load. 
d. Learns Well 
This criterion is rather subjective and it is therefore hard to say whether or not it has 
been met. The feeling of those who have taught the system is that it learns adequately 
but could be improved. The reader must draw his own conclusions after studying the 
examples given in the Appendices. 
e. Economic on Computer Resources 
Fl DO performed adequately in a time-sharing environment. As already discussed, 
processor demands are reasonable. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
In the preceding chapters we have discussed a common problem: that messages output 
from a computer are frequently of poor quality. We then went on to propose that this problem 
be solved by teaching a computer system good messages. A brief survey of adaptive and learning 
mechanisms was presented, and some problems with these ideas identified. After examining 
;the requirements of a learning system such as FIDO we went on to propose a practical method 
of implementing a FIDO. The evidence that FIDO is a practical system can be found by examining 
the examples given. 
The FIDO proposed in this thesis is rather simple, but on the other hand it makes very 
reasonable demands on computer resources. One observation the author made while examining 
adaptive systems is that most systems reported in the literature are very theoretical or require 
much computing power. When designing FIDO we tried to overcome this problem. FIDO will 
function economically provided that the number of messages is not too large. One possible 
direction for further research would be to try to overcome this limitation. The other limitation 
of FIDO lies in the scoring algorithm. This algorithm has no method to assess the importance:. 
of a feature which has not occurred. It is important that any solutions to this problem should not 
significantly increase processing time. 
Count Fl DO, described in Chapter 5, appears to us to be a system with very little 
potential. However, Tree FIDO appears to have a powerful memory structure if some satisfactory 
method for memory update could be found. Tree FIDO might well prove to be the foundation 
for a powerful Fl DO system. 
We will conclude this thesis with a brief comment about one direction of computer 
development and how we see Fl DO fitting into this. With the availability of cheap micro-processors 
it is now economically feasible to have a computer in every home (much like radio, television 
and telephone). So far, personal computing has only been taken up by a small number of 
hobbyists. One reason for this is that to use any computer system a person must learn special 
programming languages. The author feels that the personal computer will only become a reality 
when it is adapted to the requirements of people. Since different people have different 
requirements and an individual's requirements change over time, it would be desirable that the 
computer adapts itself to the requirements of the user. This thesis contributes to this by showing 
that simple and economic adaptive systems can work. While FIDO only solves a small part of the 
man-computer interaction problem, the author hopes that it may act as a stepping stone to a more 
complete system. 
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APPENDIX A 
GRAMMAR FOR SUBSET OF MINI BASIC 
(Used for the example given in Appendix B) 
This language was chosen to provide a comprehensive test of FIDO's ability to learn syntax 
error messages for systems using LR(1) parsers: The language is a subset of MINI BASIC (Lewis, 
1976). The meanings of statements are the same as for equivalent BASIC statements. As our 
interest in this thesis is confined to syntax errors, only the parser has been implemented. 
The grammar is: 
<:"8Tf1RT.>= :=(IHP.> 
< INP.>:: ==<"HUNBER.><'STf1TENENT.> 
\''Hf1TENENT.>:: = 
\'S'Tf1 TENENT.>: :=LET<' VliR IABLE.>=<E\'PRESSIOH.> 
<STf1TENENT.>:: ==GOT.O<'.f;'Llf't~·t=;P.> , .. ·' .. c••pnc"' "'ILlH' (:3Tf1 TENENT.>: :==IF< E,\'PFi'ft;:-:; I ON .. :·<, RELHT I ONAL OPERHTOR .><'eli r;c.Sb ... 
GOTO<'HUNBER.> 
<'ST!iTENENT.>: : =GOSUB<'NUNBER.> 
(:3T1HENENT.>: ==.eETURN , ... ,..,~"'"' "' \~ .. ·~.· ""E•=-"'JlN'> -~:-~ :~ I~~!~~~r-:~ ~ : ~~g~< .. ;:;~~l"l:·H! ~f'~ ;~;.i f.;;.~s~I b;;~ i-LS£.~.;:~ss~ o~ .>s TEP<'EXPREss I oN.> \.'::iiHII:.I'It:.nf ..... -r_,,,,. .. " :...~ .. •" • 
<STHTENENT.>:: =NE.\TU..tf1R1f!BLE.> 
·i'STHTENENT.>: : <=Rff'1<' CHf1R.CiCTERS.> 
<'EXFF.ESS ION.>: :==+<;'TERN.> 
<'EXPRESSION): :=-<TERN.> . 
<'E.\'PF:ES'SJON.>:: =<E\'F'PESSION.>+< TERN.> 
•• ,- • ·~. ~-~..:-·•"' '·-1·!·! \ · · -/f~,·'P9r:,...·::;...:; T tlN ~·-(TERN.> ,. r "'' r ~· ~ . ~ ,-, 1 L . .. · · - \ :'ll l, .... ._ ... - •• 
;.;: .. :.~:~.J:-;:.;:..1-I"'r.'·f,''-': : =<·· Tc;;o1''1> \t:,. .. ,rr:. ...... .J.;:t -~ .· .. r:., ... 
<TERN>= :=<TERN>t<'FHCTOR.> 
\'TERN>= :=<TERH>/<:"FHCTOR.> 
<TERN)::=<FHCTOR> 
<FACTOF.'): : =<'FHCTOR.>~<PRINHR~-'.> 
\'PR INf.•F..''r'.>: : =( <'f.'·'\'Pf<:ESS ION>) 
<PRIMHRY>= ==<VARIABLE> 
<.'PR INAR'r'.>:: =<:'LINSIGNEO CONSTf1NT.> 
\'NUNBEF.'.>: : =<'N!.JNBER.>':· OI GI T.> 
<.'N!INPER.>: '=·~·DIGIT.> . , 
,··L/ir;·j GNEO CONSTHNT.>: : =<.'NUNBEF?.>< EXPONENT.·: , 
:.II' ,,:.II-/ ·~n I"'L•v·"'~I H·'t-.!T ~: : ==·::'f·li INBER > <:NUNBER.><. E.\PONENT.> ,. . f't.-. '-' ~ r:- -· 'h.;:. . .. . '- . .. . \ 
.:·LtN.S'IG.NEO CONSTHNT.>: : =. <"NUNBEF.'.><:EXPONENT ... 
\'EXPONENT.>= :=E+<'NUHBER.> 
<'EXPONENT.>: :=£-<NUMBER> 
<E.\'PONENT.>: : =E<.'NUNBER.> 
<.'EXPONENT.> •: = 
<.'VARIABLE.>: :=(LETTER.> 
<VHRIHBLE.>: :=<LETTER><'DIGIT.> 
<.'RELf1TIONAL OPERATOR.>:=== 
<.'REL.CiTION!~L OPERATOR.>:== ··'= 
<:RELATIONAL OPERATOR>• := ( 
<.'RELf'ITIONAL OPERATOR.>: •= (= 
<RELHTIONAL OPERATOR>:== > 
\'R~LATIONAL OPERATOR.>= •= >= 
···o"; fiT>: ::J f2fJf4f5ftSf?f8f9,'!:.l "'I 1 1 1 1 .•lt-'17 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~""' ' .. - ·' I B I I"' I r1 I C' IF I 1- I H I I I I I v ,'L ,' N ,' N ,' 0 ,' p ,' 0: R ,' s I T I u I vI HI ,\ I I I ~ \ L t:.. T T c. 1\ .;, •. ·\ • • - H , I ' -· I L! J r: l 1 ~ ' I I ._ J \ 
- ·· "'' •·• - .. 'L"'1'~""' ···LeTTER' ( CHARf'JC fr... ;;.c; '-' ' : =<, l. r.Hir.'H · l:.fh .. · \ c. '··· ··l~H:., ..:,,.,[~ T'-t:.~R";:, \ · · ·-<"L .r TTER ~ \. · Hfor..H • ,._:'~,.•' • -' C: \,• 
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APPENDIX B 
RESULT OF TEACHING ERROR MESSAGES FOR MINI BASIC 
This Appendix illustrates the teaching of syntax error messages to Fl DO for the subset of 
MINI BASIC given in Appendix A. The input to the LR(1} parser is prompted by a"+" 
which appears as the first character of a line. The input to FIDO is prompted by"*". The 
parser types "ALL RIGHT" if the string entered to the parser is syntactically correct. Apart 
from these and the second line of the" JOIN" and "CHANGE" commands, all other lines are 
, 
output by Fl DO. 
We stress that this session, and those documented in subsequent appendices are the work 
of people other than the author. We feel that this is a very fair test, especially since people, 
under these conditions, seem to be keen to try and "beat" the system as they train it. 
+L 
NU MOHE M~SSAGES 
*"ALL STAfEMEhTS ~lUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT t\UMBE.R 
+L. 
. li"ALL STATEMENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STAT~MENT NUMBER 
*Y 
10 LET A "' B 
ALL HlGHT 
+A 
li"ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN Willi A STATEMENT hUMBER 
*Y 
·~o A 
li"ALL STATE~EHTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT NUMBER 
*"NO VALiu STATEMENT CAN dEUIN WITH THIS 
4'30 GU TO T f. I 11 ~hJ VAl. liJ ~ T ATE. ~·1 EN T C A I~ 8 E G I N I'IIT H T H I S 
* 'Gu TO SHOULU BE FOLLOWED ~y STATEMENT NuMBER 
+ij 
li"ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STAT~MENT hUMBER 
*Y 
't':;Q GUSUB T 
JI"GU TO SHOuLD BE FOLLDHED BY STATEMENT NUMBER 
*C.HAtJ(jE 3 
"uOlO UR ~OSUb SHOULD BE FOLLOWED UY STATEMENT NUM~ER 
wj 
+oO GUSUB T ji"GuTO UR GOSUB SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY SlAlEMENT NUMBER 
*Y 
+69 IF GO 
21"NU VALID ~TATEMENT CAN BEGIN WITH THIS 
*"VAR!ABL~ NAMlS AHl LETT~R OR LETTER DIGiT 
+70 LET l£ 
41"VAHIAbLE ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
*Y 
+tJO F"Uf< lt:. ~l"VAHIAuLE ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETT£~ DIGIT 
wY 
+99 REM Ir 15 3 ~I"N~ VALID bTATEMENT CAN BEGIN WITH THIS 
*"R~MARKS MUSI CONTAIN LETT£HS ONLY 
+oB IF <Ad<B+J) a 
q&"VAHlA~LE ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
*"MlSHATCHEU ~AHENTHESIS 
+99 LET A = ((8+2)/CC= . 
bi"MISMAlCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*i.lbT li"At.L STAT£t-£1HS MUST BEGI~ WITH A STATEMENT NUMBER 
~I"NU VALID bTATlNLNT CAN bEGIN wiTH THlb ~I"GUTO UH GLSUB SHOULD 8E FULLOriED BY STATEMENT NUMBER 
qt"VARIAuLl ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTEH DIGIT 
~I"RLMAR~S ~LST CONTAIN LETTERS UNLY ~I"MISMAfCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*"lNVHLID OPEhATOH 
+99 IF A 03 B D ~I"MISMATCHEU PARENTHESIS 
*NO 71"INVALlD OplRATOR 
*Y 
+99 LET A "' B = b&"NlSMATCHE~ PARENTHESIS *"MULTlPL~ ASsiGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
+99 If A = B "' 71"INVAL!O O~ERATOR 
*Y 
+I. li"ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT NUMBER 
*Y 
+99 LET A = B "' 
tii"MuLTlPLE ~SSibNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
*Y 
+99 LET A = (~ = bi"MlSMATCHEu PARENTHESIS 
"'~~ 7l 11 li~VAL1D Or£RATOR 
*Y 
+Y9 LET A = (~ m 
7t"INVALIU Op£RATOR 
*Y 
+Y9 Lt..T A = B ., 
tJI"MULTlPLl ASSI~NMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
*Y 
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+'19 IF A "' U :a 71"I~VALIU OplHATOR 
*Y 
+'19 FUR I = J rz 
71"I~VALiO O~ERATOR 
*Y 
+F 
li"ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN wiTH A STATlMENT NUMBER 
*Y 
+'19 FuR I = (J • 2)w(K + 3 S 
71"WVALlU U~E.RATOR 
*"MIS~ING UPlhATOR OR PARENTHESIS 
+<.;9 FUR I = (J•2)w(K+3) S 
91"MlSSl~G O~~RATOR OR PARENTHESIS 
*"Tu t;.XP((;T£0 
+99 FUR I = J S 
71"INVALiD O~~RATOR 
*t-1 . 
lvi"TU EXI"ECTi:.D 
*Y 
+F 
*~1 11 ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT NUMBER 
+<.;9 FuR I = J S 
lOI"TU EXPECTt.O 
*Y 
+99 FuR I = J TO 9 D 
21"NU VALID ~TATlMlNT ~A~ BEGIN WITH TH~S 
*N qt"VARIA~LE hAMES ARE LETTER OR LETTE~ DIGIT 
*N ~I"RlMARKS MuST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*"STEP EXPECTi:.D 
+'19 FUH I = 1 TO 10 STO 
7t"liiVAL10 O~lHATOR 
*1'1 91"MISSING O~ERATOR OR PARENTHESIS 
* ~~ 1()1 11 TU EXPECTt:.O 
*N 
oi"MISMATCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*1'1 lli"STEP EXPE~TEO 
wY 
+99 FUR I = 1 TO 10 STEO 
lli"STEP tXPE~TED 
*Y 
+99 FUR I = 1 TO lOwST 
lli"STEP i:.XPE~TED 
*N loi"TU EXPECTI:.D 
*N 
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71"INVALlD O~lHATOH 
*N YI"MlSSING O~EHATOR OR PARENTHESIS 
*N 61"MIS~ATCHEu PAkENTHESIS 
*N tii"MULTlPLl A5SlGN~ENTS ARE NOT ALLOh£0 
*1'1 qi"VARIAuLE ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTE~ DIGIT 
*Y 
+Y9 FUR I .. 1 TO 
q&"VARIAdLl ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTE~ DIGIT 
. ~~
71''lliYALlD O~ERATOR 
*N lli"STEP ~XPELTED 
*t'iO YI"MlSSlNG OfERATOR OR PARENTHESIS 
*N lot"Tu EXPECTt.D 
*Y 
+99 LET X + qt"VARIAdLE ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
*"Lt.T STAfEME~TS SHOUCD 8£ <VARIAULE>=<EXPRESSION> 
+99 FUR I+ l~I"Lt.T STATEMENTS SHUULD BE <VARIABLE>=<EXPRES~IUN> 
*l..l~T li"ALL STATEMt.NTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATt.MENT NUM~ER 
4:!1"1JU VALID ~1ATI::M£NT CAl~ !:IEI.ilN nlTH THis JI"GuTO uR 61,SUB SHOULD dE FOLLO~ED BY STATEMENT NU~BER 
41"VARIAbLE ~AMES ARi LETTER OR LETTE~ DIGIT ~ I '' R t. ~~ A Ill\ S M '- S T C 0 t~ T A I N L E TT E R S U N L Y 
61"Ml~MA1CHEL PARENTHESIS 
7 I "I 1i VAL W lJ t- t: HAT 0 H bi"MuLTlPLE ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
91"1HSSll'tu l!rt.HATOr< OR PARENTHESIS 
lvi"Tu EXPEClt.LJ lli"SfEP tXPl~TED 
l~I"LlT STATl~t.NTS SHOULD BE <VARIABLE>=<EXPRESSlUN> 
*"fuR SOULD Bt. fOLLUWEO BY <VARIAbLE> 
+y9 U.T I• 14:!1 11 L~T STATE~ENTS SHOULD BE <VARIABLE>=<EXPRESSIUN> · 
*Y 
+99 FUR I/ 
131 11 FUR SOULD BE FOLLOWED BY <VARIABLE> 
*l:HAti\JE 13 
"fOk ~HOULD Bt. FOLLOWED BY <VARIABLE> 
*13 
+10 U.T A= B.-/ 
~'"REMARKS MuST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*N lli"STEP t.XPE<.:TED 
1iN 
~I"NU VALID ~TATEMENT CAN BEGIN WITH fHIS 
*N 41"VARIAbLl ~AMES ARE LETTER OR LETTEH DIGIT 
.,~ 
7!"INVAL1D O~ERATOR 
*"Nu UPERATUR MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW AHOTHER 
+10 LET A ::: a,... 
lqi"NU OP~HATuH MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOH ANOTHER 
*Y 
10 LET A "' Bt>C 
ALL RIGHT 
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+lo L£T A a s~<• 
lql"NU OPtHAlLH MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ANOTHER 
~y 
+10 IF A = 8+• 
14l"NU QP~RATuR MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ANOTHER 
'*Y 
+10 GU TO 3+ 3l"GuTO UR G~SUB SHOULD BE FDLLOHED BY STATEMENT NUMBER 
~y 
+10 IF A"'= 
14l"Nu QP~HATuR MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ANUTHER 
'*L ll"ALL STATE~lNT& MUST BEGIN WITH A STATlMENT NUMBER 
2l"NU VALlU ~TATlMENT CA~ bEGIN WITH THI~ 3l 11 GuTO uH GLSUB ShOuLD dE FULLO~ED BY STATEMENT NUMHER 
ql"VAHIA~Ll hAME~ ARE LETTER OR LETT£~ DIGIT 
!) l "REMARI\S ML~ T CONI AHi LETTERS ONLY 
6 l 11 rH S ·~ A I C H E u P A R E N T H E S I S 
I l " l1~ VAL !0 0 r l RAT 0 H bl 11 MuLTl~LE ~SSI~NMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
Yl 11 M!SSlnG Crl~ATOH OR PARENTHESIS 
l01 11 TU EX~ECltiJ 
lll"SlEP tXPE~TED l~l"LtT SIATE~ENTS SHOULD BE <VARIABLE>=<EXPRESSIUN> 
1Jl 11 FUR SHUUL~ ~E FULLUrlED bY <VARIABL~> 
14l 11 NU OPtHATuH MAY IMMEDIATELY F~LLOW ANOTHER 
*Y 
+I li"ALL STATE~ENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT NUMdER 
*Y 
10 If A=·~ Gu TO 3 
AL.L RIGHT 
+10 IF A = 12tl 
lll 11 STEP EXPELlED 
*N 
1 4 l 11 N U 0 P £ R A T U R I~ A Y I M M E D I A T EL. Y F 0 L L 0 W AN 1J T H E R 
*N 21 11 NU VALID ~TATEMENT CAN BEGIN WITH THIS 
wN 
41 11 VARI4dLE hAMEs ARE LETTER OR LETTEH DIGIT 
*"MlS~lNG OPEKATOH 
+10 u:T A = 4b 
l~l 11 NISSING OPlRATOR 
*Y 
+10 FUR I = 1 TO 4J 
lll 11 STEP lXPE~TED 
*Y 
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+10 GU TO 3o 
JI"GuTO UR G~SUB SHOULD SE FOLLOWED BY STATEMEhT NUMBER 
*Y 
+uo u:r A:9E3. 
lb1 11 RlPEAfEU ulCIMAL POINT 
*"UNEXPECJEU ~ECMIAL POINT 
+99 IF A= 361• 161"REPEATEO u~CIMAL POINT 
*Y 
+<;9 If A = 3El• 171 1'U11EXPt:CTEu DECHIAL POINT 
*Y . 
+99 FUR I = 1.4• 161 11 R~PEATED LECIMAL POINT 
*Y 
+99 FuR A=lE• lbi"RlPEATEU uECIMAL POINT 
*ti 71"INVALID O~ERATOR 
*f'j 
qi"VAHIBLE NAMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
*t't lli"STEP lXPE~TED 
*N 171"UiiEXPtCTEu DECIHAL POINT 
*Y 
+Y9 FuR A:l£3. 
17 I "U 1~ EX P t: C T ELi DEC M I A L P. 0 I N T 
*Y 
+L li"ALL SfATE~tNTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATlMlNT hUMtiER 
*Y 
+100 LET A=B+l2•3f.4• 
1/1 "U I~ EX Pt. C TE u 0 E C IH A L P 0 IN T 
*L 11 11 ALL STATE~lNTS MUST BEGIN ~ITH A STATEMENT NUMdER 
2 I "N U VA LllJ ;:, TAT HIE IH C A~~ HE G IN 1d T H T 11 I 5 ji"GU TO OH bU~U~ sHUULD HE FOLLQW£D dY A STATlMlNT NUMBER 
41 11 VARIULl NAMlS AHE LETTER OR llTTEH DlblT 
~I"RlMAH~S M~~T CONTAIN LETTERS UNLY 
bi"MlSMAfCHEu PARENTHESIS 
7 1 " 1 1'1 v td. u.> or U< AT u H 
H1 11 MULT1~LE A~S!GNMENTS ARE NUT ALLOWED 
91"Mi~SI~~ OrlHATOH OR PARENTHESIS 
10I 11 TU EXr'ECTt.U 
lli"SlEP ~XPELTEO l~1 11 LlT SiAH1t:.IH SHOULD BE <VAHIAOLE>=<EXPRf.SSlON> lJI"FuH SnOULu 8E FoLLOWED HY A <VARIAdLE> 
141 11 NJ OPtHAT~H MAY IMMEDIATELY FULLON ANOTHER 
1~1 11 M!SSI~G U~~RATOH 
161"RLPEATt.D ulCIMAL POINT 
171"Uiit.XPC.:CTEu DI::C~UAL POINT 
*JUlN 16 17 1
'UNUPEC Tt.D Dt. <;rU AL Po I NT 
*16 
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+99 LET A=le2. lo1 11 Uii£XPt:CTELJ DECMlAL POINT 
wY 
+Y9 LET A = B < bi"MuLTlPLl A~SIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
*N 
oi"MISMATCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*1'1 141 11 NU OPlRATUH MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ANOTHER 
*N li"Ii~VALlD Opt::RATOR 
•Y 
+99 LET A=B+Ccw• 
l41"NU OPEHATuH HAY !~MEDIATELY FOLLOW ANOTHER 
wY 
+Y9 u:T A= B+) 141 11 NU OPU{ATuK MAY IMMEDIATELY fOLLOW ANOTHER 
*N 
7 I " I 1~ VAL .l 0 0 pER AT 0 R 
*N ~I"REMAR~S MuST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*N l~I"MISSING OpERATOR 
*N lli"STEP t:XPE~TEO 
*N 161 11 UiiEXPlCTEi- DECtHAL POINT 
*N ~I"Nu VA~ID ~TATEMENT CAN BEGIN WITH THIS 
*N 41 11 VARI~LE NAMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DIGIT 
*N 6l"MlSMATChEu PARENTHESIS 
*Y 
+99 If A> 
oi"MlSMATCHEU PARENTHESIS 
*Y 
+99 If (3+2 = 7 I II I I 'IvA L ! D 0 H.: RAT 0 R 
*Y 
+99 IF C3+2 = 
61 11 t~lS~1AfCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*Y 
+44 IF 6+~2*B•U = l41 11 NU OPtHAT~H MAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ANOTHER 
*N 71"I~VAL1D OpERATOR 
*N 61 11 MISMAfCHEu PARENTHESIS 
*Y 
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+99 IF (2+3 z: 
61~M!SMATCHEO PARE~THESIS 
*Y 
+30 If A+(I:W3tJD bi"MlSMATCHEU PARENTHESIS 
<~ty 
+10 s 21"NU VAL.IO ~TATEMENT CAN HEGIN I~ITH THIS 
*Y 
+20 GU TO T 
31 11 GU TO OR uUSUfj SHOULD BE FOLLOWED UY A STAH.MI:.NT NUMBER 
*Y 
+30 LET Tt. 
41 11 VARIBLE NAMES ARE LETTER OR LETTER DI~IT 
*Y 
+40 RHI IT IS 3 ~I"RI:.MAR~S MuST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
* y . 
+60 LI:.:T A a 71 11 JNVALlO O~ERATOR 
*Y 
+ 70 U. T C=D= 
71 11 li~VALlU OrERATOR 
*('j 
ai 11 MULTI~LE ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
*Y 
+L. li 11 ALL STATEMENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT NUMBER 
*Y 
+10 LI:.T X=Y= 
71"Ii~VALW OPERATOR 
*N 
ai"MuLTIPLl ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLO~ED 
<~tY 
+L 
11 11 ALL SrATEMENTS MUST BEGIN WITH A STATEMENT hUMHER 
*Y 
+lo LET G=Q= bi"MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED 
*Y 
+L 
l1 11 AI.L STAHI-lENTS 1·1UST BEGIN WITH A STAT£MENT ~UMBER 
*Y 
+10 LlT A=Be 
71 11 li~VAL!D OPERATOR 
*Y 
50 
+50 tUR l=lS 
lOI"TU EXt>ECTt:.D 
*Y 
+lo u:r A=Jol. 1bi 11 UNEXP~CTEu DECMIAL POINT 
wY 
+I. 
li"ALL STATEM£NTS MUST BEGIN WITH A SfATlMENT NUMBER 
*Y 
51 
52 
APPENDIX C 
GRAMMARFORJOBCONTROLLANGUAGEFORVORTEX 
(Used for example given in Appendix D) 
This language is based on the VORTEX job control language and was chosen for our second 
example because we feel it is typical of many small scale command languages. The language 
is used to direct the operating system to perform various functions. 
For example: 
/JOB,MY JOB signals the start of a new job called "MY JOB." 
/MEM,3 enlarges the memory allocated to the next program by 3 X 512 words. 
/ASSIGN,3,FRED allows the disk file FRED to be referenced as logical unit 3. 
/SREC,3,4,F causes four records to be skipped on logical unit 3. 
The grammar for the language is: 
<INPUT>• •=/(COMMAND> 
< c:ONN1~ND > • :=JOB .. ( NANE> 
<'CONN.YND> • • =ENDJOB 
<C:ONNi~ND.> • • =C: .. <:'CONNENT.'> 
<C:ONNAND.> • • =NEN.• <INTEGER.> 
<CONHAND>• •=ASSIGN.<ASSIGN> 
-:;· CONi'IAND.> • • =SF ILE.o <L UN.> .. (INTEGER.'> 
<CONNAND.'> • • =SPEC.· <LUN>.· (INTEGER.'>.· F 
<CONNAND.> • • =SPEC .. <L UN.> .. < INTEGER.> .. R 
<CONNAND.'>• •=UEOF.<LUN.'> 
<CONNAND>• •=PEW.<LUN.'> 
<CONN.ttND.> • • =PFILE .. <.'LUN.> .. <f::'Ei''.> .. <NANE> 
<CONNAND.> • • =FORN .. <INTEGER.> 
<NANE.> • • =<LETTER.> 
<:'NANE.> • : =<NANE.><LETTER.> 
<CONNENT.> • • =(NANE.> 
<INTEGER.>• •=<DIJIT.> 
<INTEGER.>• •=<INTEGER.'>(DIJIT.> 
<:'ASSIGN.> •: =<LUN.>=<.'N,CfNE.'> 
<ASSIGN.>• •=<LUN.>=(LUN.> 
<'Kf'r'.> • • =<LETTER.> 1 1 1 I , 1 • 1-
<:LETTER>: :=AI B: c I [I IE: FIG I HI I u I K I L: N IN: 0: pI 0 I R: sIT I u I (.1 IN I,\ I~· I.::: 
(0 Ll IT.> • • = 1 ! 2! 3 141.'5! 6 f 7 f 819 f 0 
<.'LUN.>: :=<.'INTEGER.> f :t:SI f $SO f $?If $PO I $LO! $BI! $80 
APPENDIX D 
RESULT OF TEACHING ERRORS MESSAGES FOR VORTEX 
This Appendix illustrates teaching error messages for the subset of VORTEX given 
in Appendix C. The layout of the dialogue is the same as that in Appendix B. !he last 
part of the session is an example of FIDO in operating mode. 
+J 
Nu MOHE M~SSAbES 
*"ALL JCP COMfi.Ai~OS MUST START WITH A SLASH 
+H 
li"ALL JCP C~MMANDS MUST START WITH A SLASH 
*Y 
+I Ml·!~ 3 
JI"CUMMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*I EI~D..JOB f 
*Y 
+IENDJOB f 
JI"CuMMA NEEuED TO SEPF.RAT£ COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*"THE COMMAND lNOJOU HAS NO ARGUMENTS 
+ISfiLE 3 
31 11 CUMMA NEEDED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*Y 
+IENOJOB S 
qi"THE CuMNA~D ENDJOB HAS NO ARGUMENTS 
*Y 
+IME.MP 31"CUM~1A NEEu£0 TO SEPEHATE COm1AND AND ARGUMEI~TS 
* " T H E f 0 H M U F T It E M ( I~ C 0 M 1-1 A N D I S I I M E M ' < ! N T £(j E H > 
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+IFL:RI-11 
o I "THE F u H M u F T 11 E M Ht C 0 M MAN D I S I I ME M, < IN T E GE H > 
*l:HANuE 6 
"tlOlH THE MEM AND FORM COf.IMANDS HAVE INlEuER ARuUMENTS 
*o 
'~-IFIJRMPF" 
oi"BuTH THE MEM AND FORM COMMANDS HAVE I~TEGER AKGUMENTS 
*Y 
+IJUIJ,.R2 51"THE FuRl•\ uf THE JOB COMMAND IS I IJOB,<NAME> 
*"A NAME MUST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
+IC, TAKE 6 
71"A NAMl MU~T CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
* " A C u I~ M E N T C LJ I~ T A 1 N S L E TT E ll S 0 N L Y 
+IPfiLE JI"CuMMA NEE~ED TO StPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*"THE FORM Of THE PFILE COMMAND IS I IPflLE,<LUN>,<KEY>,<NAME> 
+IPFILE 5 
YI"Tt1E FORM Cf THE PFILE COMMAND IS I IPFILE,<LUN>,<KEY>,<NAME> 
*1'4 qi"THE CUMMA~U ENOJ08 HAS NO ARGUMENTS 
*1'4 JI"CuMMA NEEuED TO SEPE~ATE COMMAND AND ARtiUMENTS 
*Y 
+IPFIL£,1,.£,C4 yi"THE FOHM uf THE PFILE COMMAND IS I IPFILE,<LUN>P<KEY>,<NAME> 
*N 71"A NAME MU~T CUNTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*Y 
+IPf ILE 
9 I " T H £ F u R M 1J f T H E P F I L E C 0 :~ M A N D I S l I P F 1 L E.~> < L U N > 1 < K E Y > , < N A M E > 
*Y 
+IPfiLE, 
oi"BUTH fHE MlM AND FORM COMMANDS HAVE INTEGER ARGUMENTS 
*N yi"THi fURM uF THE PFILE COMMAND IS I /PFILE,.<LUN>P<KEY>,<NAME> 
*Y 
+IPFILEPH YI"THE FURM ~F THE PFILE COMMAND IS I IPFILE,<LUN>P<KEY>,<NAME> 
*"<LU~> I~ EITHER AN INTEGER OH A UNIT NAME 
+1Wl:.DF1$F 
5I"THE FuRM ~f THE JOB CUMMAND IS I IJOB,<NAME> 
*N . 
54 
71"A NAM~ HU~T CUNTA!N LETTtHS ONLY 
*h ~I"A COMMENT ~ONTAINS LETTERS ONLY 
•1'1 YI"THE FuHM ~f THE PF!LE COMMAND IS I IPFILEP<LUI'I>,<KEY>,<NAME> 
*1'1 31"CUMMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENT~ 
*1'1 41"THE CwMNAhD ENDJOB HAS 1'10 ARGUMENTS 
!irN 
55 
61"BuTH THE MEM AND FORM COMMANDS t!AV£ II'ITlGER AH~UMENTS 
*N 21"CuMHA~DS AHEI JUB,[NDJQ~,c~MEM,ASSIGN,SFI~E,SHlC,WEQF,REW,PfiLE,FORM 
*N 1UI"<LUN> IS liTHER AN INTEGEH OR A UNIT hAM£ 
*Y 
+/Pf ILEP $J l~I"<LUN> IS tiTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNIT NAME 
*Y 
+/SfiEC16.116P 31"CUMMA NEEwED TU SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS ~~r"THE FORM Uf THE SREC COMMAND IS I ~~~EC,<LU~>,<INTEGER>,F Ok R 
+/SREC 
111 1'THE FURM Lf THE SREC COMMAND IS I /SREC,cLUI'I>,<INTEGER>,F Ok H 
*Y 
+/Skf:C.P6,f 
1 1 I " T ti E F u R M u f T H E S R E C C. 0 ~~ M A N 0 l S I I S R £ C , < L UN > ' < I N T E G Efp , F 0 R k 
*Y 
+/SkEC,.$F 111"TME fuRM ~f THE SREC COMMAND IS I /SREC,<LU~>,<INTEGER>PF OR k 
*1'1 lOI"<LUN> IS liTHER AN INTEGER OR A UN!T NAME 
wY 
+ ll"ALL JCP C~MMANDS MUST START hiTH A SLASH 
nY 
+/JOB F 
31"CUNMA NlEoEO TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMEhTS 
*Y 
/JUB,fRED 
ALL RIGHT 
+/JuH' TH!S Is A LONG JOB HEADER~ 
li"A NAMt. MU;:,T CUNTAlN LETTERS ONLY 
*Y 
+I 
21"CuMMANDS AHEI JuB,[NDJQH,C,MEM,ASSlGN,SFILE,SHEC,WEQF,REW,PflLE,FORM 
*L.l~T li"ALL J~P C~MMANDS MUST START hlTH A SLASH ~I"CuMNANDS Ak[l JuB,LNDJOb,C,MEN,ASS!GN,SFlLE'SrlEC'hEOf,REW'PfiLE'FORM 
31 11 CuM~A NlEuLD TO SE~EHATE CO~~AI'ID AND ARGUMEhT~ 
41 "TriE C L.JMMAI\ u F:NDJOI:l HAS 1'10 ARGUMENT!:> 51 11 THE fuHM Lf THE JUB CUM~ANO IS I /JUB,<NAME> 
oi"BuTH IHE ~EM ANU FORM COMMANDS HAV~ INTEGER AH~UMENTS 
71"A NAML MU~T CUNlAIN LETTERS ONLY 
ai"A COMMENT LUNlAlNS LETTERS ONLY 
YI"THE FuHM ~f TH[ PfiLE COMMAND IS I IPFILE,<LU~>P<KEY>,.<NAME> lOI"cLUN> lb tiTHLH AN INTEGER UH A UNll NANl 
lli"THE FuHM uf THE SHEC COMMAND IS I /SREC,.<LUN>,<INTEGEH>JF OR k 
*Y 
+/Pf. ILE-' T lotltcL.UN> IS tiTHER AN INTEGER OR A UIHT NAME 
frY 
+p 
li"AL.L JcP C~MMANDS MUST STAR1 WITH A SLASH 
*Y 
+/PFILE..,SC 10t"<LUN> IS liTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNIT ~AME 
frY 
+/PFIU:,ll;;I,7 
9 I "T 11 E F u f< M u F THE P Fl L E C 0 M MAN 0 IS I I P F I L E' < L lJ l'i >' <KEY>, <NAME> 
*Y 
+/PFILE,SSI.PDF 
71"A NAMl MU~T CUNTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*"A KlY 1~ A ~INGLE LETTER 
+/PFILE,.t.~z,R·t 
71"A NAM~ MU~T CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*N 
91 1'THE FuHM uF THE PFILE CUMMAND IS I /PFILE,<LUN>P<KEY>,<NAME> 
*t; 
tii"A COMMENT CONTAINS LETTERS ONLY 
·~ I"THE FuRM uf THE JQ8 COMMAND IS I /JOB,<NAME> 
*I~ !f'"A KEY IS A SINGLE LETTER 
+/Pf ILEP$SIP7 YI''T11E FuHM LF THE PfiLE Cot~MAND IS I /Pf ILE,<LUN>;<KEY>,<NAME> 
*N 121"A KEY IS A SINGLE LElTER 
.,y 
+/Pf ILE,~~l;H, THIS 2 
71"A NAM~ MUbT CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*Y 
+/PFlL.E .. ssx .. s 91"TrlE FuHM ~F THE PFILE COMMAND IS I /PFILE,<LUN>I<KEY>.,<NAME> 
*N l~I"A KEY IS A SINGLE LUTER 
•Y 
+/PFIL.EJ03,4 71"A NAM~ MUST CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
*N 91 11 THE fuRM Gf THE PF!LE COMMAND IS I IPFILEP<LUN>,<KEY>,<NAME> 
*N l21"A KEY IS A SINGLE LETTER 
trY 
+/Pfll.E,3,$ 
121"A KEY IS A SINGLE LETTER 
*Y 
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+/Pf ILE,J,fp$ 
71"A NAMt NU~T CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
t~Y 
+/Sfll.E,f ~I"C~MMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*"SFILE CuMMA~U HAS THE FORM I /SflLEP<LUN>P<lNTE~ER> 
+/Sf ILE.-$f 
131"SF1LE CUMIV,ANO HAS THE FORM I /SfiL£P<LUN>,<lNHGER> 
*l.lST . 
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li"ALL J~P CLMMANDS MUST START WITH A SLASH 
~I"CUMMA~05 ~KEI JOO,lNDJObJC,MEN,ASSIGN,SFILE,S"EC.-WEQF,REWPPflLEPFORM 
~I"CuMMA Nll~EU TO SEPEHAT£ COMMAND 8~0 ARGUMENT~ ' 
41 11 Tr1£ C uM~1Ail U EliDJOb HAS NO ARGUMENT:, 
~I"THE FuHM Lt THE JOB COMMAND IS I /JOB,<NAME> 
ci"BuTH IHl ~lM ANU fORM COMMANDS HAVE INTEGER AH~UMENTS 
71 11 A NAMt MU~l CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
bi"A COMMENT CONTAIN~ LETTERS ONLY 
YI"Tn~ fuHM ~f THE PFILE COMMAND lS I IPF IL£.-<LUN>P<KEY>,<NAME> 
lui"<LUN> IS tiThER AN INrE0EH Ok A UNIT ~AME 
lli"THE FuKM Lt THE SHEC COM~AND IS I /SREC,<LUN>P<INTEGER>Jf OR R 
121"A KEY IS ~ SI~GLE LETTEH lJI"SfllE (UMjVAND HAS THE FURM t /SFILE,<LUN>1<lNlEGER> 
*10 
+/Sftl.f;:,ST 
lui"<LUN> IS tiTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNIT NAME 
*Y 
+/Sf XU: 31"CuMMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
'*N l~l"cLUN> IS liTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNIT NAME 
*N 
l31 11 SFILE COM~AND HAS THE FORM I /SFILE,<LUN>,<IN~EGER> 
*Y 
+/SfiLE $ 
31 11 CUMMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
*Y 
+/JOB1 ~I"THE FuRM ~f THE JOb COMMAND IS I /JOD,<NAME> 
ttY 
+ 
lluALL JCP C~MMANDS MUST START ~ITH A SLASH 
*UPlRATE 
+/Sfil.E 
131"SFILE CUMMAND HAS THE FORM I /SFILE,<LUN>,<INTEGER> 
+/JUB 
3 I 11 C U i~ M A N E. E U 1:. 0 T 0 S E P E R A T£ C 0 ~1 M A N D A N 0 A R G U M E N T S 
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+/JLJB, 
~I"THE fUR~ ~f THE Job COMMAND IS I /JOB,<NA~E> 
+/JUB f 
JI"CuMMA NEEcED TO SE.PERATE COMMAND AND ARGUHNTS 
+/JUB/ 
;;11 11 CUMMA NEEuEO TO SEPERATE COM~AND AND ARGUMENTS 
+/JUB.,.G6 
71"A NAMl ~U~l CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
+s 
l1 11 ALL JcP CLMMANOS MUST START hlTH A SLASH 
+/SFILE 
lJ1 11 SflLE COM~ANO HAS THE FORM I /SFILE,<LU~>,<lNJEGER> 
+/Sf !I.E, 1JI 11 SFILE COM~AND HAS THE FORM I /SFILEP<LUN>,<lNJ~GER> 
+/S~ IL.E F 
31 11 CUMMA NEEu£0 TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUME~TS 
+/Sflti 
1UI 11 <LUN> IS tiTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNIT NAME 
+/CA 
JI"Cu~MA NEEuEO TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
+/Jllf: ~lr.THE fuRN IJf THE JOB COMMAND IS I /JDB,<NAME> 
+/E~OJDB/ 
41 11 THE CuMMAhD ENOJOB HAS NO ARGUMENTS 
+/M~M N 
31 'CU~1MA NEEuEO TO SEPERAT£ COMMAN[J AND ARGUMENTS 
+/MEMPN 
61 11 BUTH THE r;,EM AND FORM COM~lANDS HAVE I~TtGER AkGUMENTS 
59 
+/J(JB;U2 
71"A NAM~ MU~T CONTAIN LETTERS ONLY 
+/C;3 
tli 11 A COMMENT CONTAINS LETTE.RS ONLY 
+/P~ IL.E VI"THE fURM uf THE PFILE COMMAND IS I /PFILE;<LU~>;<KEY>;<NAME> 
. +/PFIL.E;G 
YI"TilE. FuRM uf THE PFILE COMMAfW IS I /PFILE,<LUIP;<KEY>,cNAM£> 
lUI "<LUN> IS 
+tPriL.E G 
3 I 1, C u M M A N [[ LJ f. D T 0 S E P E R A T E C 01-H·I AND A ~ D A R G U M E I~ T S 
+/PfiL.£;56 91"THE fuRM uf THE PFILE COMMAND IS I /PfiLE;<LUN>;<KEY>;<NAME> 
+/Pf.IL.E;U VI 'THE fuRM L.f THE PFILE COMMAND IS I /PFILEP<LUr.P;<KEY>;<NAMP 
+/Pf,lL.E;Su 101 '<LUN> IS t::lTHER AN l,I~TEGER OR A UtdT NAME 
+/SKEC: 111"THE fuRM ~f THE SREC COMMAND IS I /SREC,<LUN>;<lNTEGER>;f Ok k 
+/SflEC;U loalici.UN> lS E.l'rHER AN INTEGf.R OR A UNIT NAME 
+/Sf(EC.d>U 
1oa 11 cL.UN> IS t:.lTHER AN -INTEuER OR A UNIT NAME 
+/Pf.IL.04,l 1~1 'A KEY !S A SINGLE LETTER 
+/SfiL.E 
1JI 11 SFILE COMMAND HAS THE fORM I /SflLE,<LUN>;<lN~EGER> 
+i'S~IL.E L 
~31 11 CUMMA NEEuED TO SEPERATE COMMAND AND ARGUMENTS 
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+/S~ILE,3,f 
1UI"<LUN> lS llTHER AN INTEGER OR A UNlT NAME 
+ 
'li"ALL JCP C~MHAND~ MUST STAHT WITH A SLASH 
+s li"ALL JCP CUMMANDS MUST START WITH A SLASH 
·~ li"ALL JCP C~MMANDS MUST START WITH A SLASH 
61 
APPENDIX E 
TEACHING TALK TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT CANOE 
This Appendix illustrates the use of FIDO in a question answering system. The program 
which performs feature extraction is called TALK, and is described in Chapter 6.4. The 
input to TALK is prompted by a"+". The input to FIDO is prompted by a"*". Apart 
from these and the second line of the "JOIN" and "CHANGE" commands, all other lines 
are output by FIDO . 
._HOh lJU I LOG ON 
NU MOHt: M£SSAulS 
*"Tu l.OG UN TvPE. "HELLO" 
+HOh uU I LUG OFF 
A I "TlJ LOI.i ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*'TU LUG uff TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "HELLO" 
+HOh UO I SIG~ OFF 
21"TU LOb Off TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "HELLU" 
*YES 
+ARl THEAi ANY ENQUIRY COMMANDS 
f.I"TU LOu OFf TYPE EITHER "BY£" OR "HELLO" *'E~QuiRY CUM~ANDS STAHT WITH A"?" 
+HOh DO I ENllH ENQUIRY COMMANDS ~I"E~WUlKY C~MMAND~ START WITH A "? 11 
wY 
+hHAT ARE SOME USEFUL ENQUIRY COMMANDS 
~l"[il<.lUlt-<Y CuMt1AI~D~ START wiTH A"?" 
"' I s u ~~ t. us r.: F u l. £I j Q u I H y c 0 M 11 AN() s ARE s T A , c s, T 1 , s s, s (,1 
+GIVE ME EXAM~LES OF ENQUIRY COMMANDS 
J I ,, E I~ Q u I K y c L M 11 A I i D !:> s T A H T H IT H A II?" 
*N *~I"SUME USEF~L ENQuiRY COMMANDS ARE STA,CS,Tl,SSPSQ 
+lS,THERE A CANOE COMMAND TO CLEAR THE LINE 
41 SUME USEfuL ENQUIRY COMMANDS ARE STAPCS,Tl,&S,SQ 
*1'4 
J I "E: I~ Q IJ I t< Y CuI~ 11 AN 0 S S TAR T H IT H A "?" 
*N li"TU LOu ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*N ~I "TU LOu Ofr TYPE E I THEH "BYE" OR "Ht.LLu" 
*N Nu MOHE MtSSAuES 
w"Tu CLEAH THt LINE TYPE CONTROL B 
+~HICH CA~Dl ~UMMAND TERMINATES A RUNNING PROGRAM 
~I"TU CLtAR )HE LINE TYPE CONTROL H 
ft(lj 
•=I"SuME USEFuL ENQUIRY COMMANDS ARE STAPCS,Tli&SPSQ 
11 "TU LOb ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*l.IH 
11 "TU l.Uu UN I lr't "MtLLU" 
~I"TU LU~ Uf~ TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "HELLO" 
Jl 11 [1iQUl,-<Y C1.,MMA!iO~ START wiTH A "?" 41 11 SuME USlFi;L [NQU!KY CUMMANUS ARE STA,cS,TlP!JSPSQ (.I"Tu CLt:AR THE LlNE TYPl CONTROL B 
* 'TU lERM1NATl A PROGRAM TYPE "?OS" 
+~HAT DOEs THl COMMAND HELLO DO 41"SUME USLfi.L ENQUIRY CUMMANOS ARE SlA,CS,TlPSS,SQ 
*N 
:)1 11 TU CLt:AR THE LINE TYPE CONTROL B 
*N . 
11 11 Tu LO~ ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*Y 
+CA~ I LOG OF~ WITH HELLO 
21 11 TLI LOu UFr TYPE EITHER "BYE" UR "HELLO" 
*Y 
+HO~ UO I INITIATE A CANOE SESSION 
~1 11 TU LOu OFt TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "HELLO" 
*N . 
31 11 [NQU1HY C~MMANDS START WITH A 11 ?" 
*N 
11 11 Tu LO~ ON TYPE "HELLO" 
·~c 
*N 
51 11 TU CLEAR THE LINE TYPE CONTROL B 
*1 
+IS THERE ANY liME hlMlT ON A CANOE SESSluN 
1 a ,, r u L o l.i u N Y P E H E L L o " 
*"EXECUTIUN T&ME IS LI~lTED TO QUEUE 1 LIMITS 
+hO~ UO I TlR~INATE A CANOE SESSION 
11 11 TU LOu ON TYPE "HELLO" *~U YUU AHE SlUPID 
71"EXECU110N TIME IS LIMITED TO QUEUE 1 LIMITS 
*NO YuU GHEAT APE 21"Tu LOu OFf TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "HELLO" 
*YE:> PHEW 
+HOW UD I LIST THE CURRENT hORKFILE 
11 "TU LOu ON lYP£ "HELLO" 
*" TO LIST ANY FILE TYPE "LIST <FILENAME>" 
+wHAT COMMAND SAVES THE WORKrlLE 
o I " T U l ! S T 11 N Y F I L E 1 Y P t " Ll S T < fi l. E ·~ AM t:. > 11 
*"Tu ~AVE THE wORKFlLE USE THE SAVE COMMAND 
+CAN l KE[P MY WORKFILE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE GI"Tu LO\.:i OFf TYPE EITHER "BY£" OR "HELLO" 
*N 41 11 SUME USEF~L ENQUIRY COMMANDS ARE STAICS,TI,SSISQ 
*I~ hHiiHH? 
b I I 1 u L l s T ~I~ y F I L E TYpE ,, Ll s T < F I LEN AM£>" 
*N ~I"TU SAVE THE WURKFILE USE THE SAVE COMMAND 
•\-Y AH 
+wHAT REFEREN~E CAN I USE To FAMILIARilE hlTH EUIJ COMMANDS 91"TU SAVE T~t:. WURKFILE USE THE SAVE COMMAND 
*N 
1:: I "TU LOI.:i OFf TYPE E l THEK "BYE" OR "HELLO" 
*"ThE CANuE Rt.fERENCE CARD CONTAINS ALL CANOE CUMMANDS 
+IS TnERE A LIST OF CANOE COMMANDS 
~I"TU CLEAR THE LINE TYPE CONTROL B 
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*N ?& 1' E II£ C U Tl 0 N TI M £ 1 S Ll M I T ED T 0 QUEUE 1 LI M ITS 
*N ~l"SJME u5lf~L ENQUIRY COMMANDS ARE 5TA,CS,Tl15SP5Q 
*N 
til" TU LIST ANY FILE TYPE "LIST <FILENAME>" 
*N 
3 I '' E r~ Q U I tH C ll M MAN D 5 S T ART W IT H A "? 11 
*N 10I"Trl£ CANDE HEFERENCE CARD CONTAINS ALL CANOE CUMMANDS 
*N li"TU LO~ UN TYPE "HELLO" 
*10 
+CAN U GIVE M~ SOURCE LISTING CANOE CO~~ANDS 
1UI"THE CANGE HEFERENCE CAHD CONTAINS ALL CANOE COMMANDS 
*Y 
+uo ALL CANOE COMMANDS START WITH "?" 
1UI"THE CANUE REFERENCE CARD CONTAINS ALL CANOE CUMMANDS 
*N 21"TU LOu Off TYPE EITHER "BYE" UR "HELLo" 
*N li"Tu LU~ ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*N . 41"SUME uSEF~L ENQUIRY COMMANDS ARE STA,CS,Tl,~S,SQ 
*N 
bl" TO L!ST ~<NY FILE TYPE "LIST <FILENAME.>" 
*N 31ttENQUlkY CuMMAI~DS START WITH A "? 11 
*Y 
+ALL CANOE CO~MANDS 
JI"ENQUlHY CLMMANDS START WITH A "?" 
*1'4 lUI"THE CANDE HEFERENCE CARD CONTAINS ALL CANOE COMMANDS 
*Y 
+wHAT COMMAND 00 l USE TB TERMINATE A CANOE SES~IUN 
1 I ii T lJ L 0 1.> u N 1 y p 1:. II H E L L II 
*N 21"TU LOG Off TYPE EITHER "BYE" OR "H~LLu" 
*Y 
+wHICH CANDE LOMMANDS START WITH A 11 7 11 
3l"ENQU1HY CLJM11AND~ START WITH A"?" 
*Y 
+HELP 
71"£1\ECUfiON TIME lS LIMITED TO QUEUE 1 LIMITS 
*"WHAT FEATUR[ ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
t H 0 1'4 U U I L 0 G .. 0 N 
11 "TU LOi.i UN fYPE "HELLO" 
·~c 
*Y 
+PLEA~E GlVE ouTLINE oF CANOE SESSION 
lUI"THE CAN~E REFERENCE CARO CONTAINS ALL CANOE CUMMANDS 
*N 1& 11 TG LO~ ON TYPE "HELLO" 
*L. li"Tu LDi.i ON TYP£ "HELLO" 
t:!1 11 Tll LOu UF~ TYPE EITHEH "BYE 11 OR 11 HELLU" 
;,I"EiiQUlr<Y CL,Mr1ANDS START ~dTH A"?" 
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